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Kickstart Your Dreamjob
or Launch Your Career to
New Heights

WIN
12.5 GRAND
Towards Your
Grand Idea!

The Overcast’s Albedo Grant is available for entrepreneurs, organizations,
or artists. The idea was initially conceived by The Overcast and Dean MacDonald
— Dean MacDonald, John o'Dea, and Phil Keeping's family are this year's
sponsors.
Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street? An App that will
solve all the city’s issues? Do you think you know the food truck we really need
here? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get drastically easier with
a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford? As a cultural paper, we know all
about a bank turning you down for doing something atypical or risky – i.e exciting,
bold, and visionary. Now we’re here to help you leap over your financial barriers. The
Albedo grant exists to give you the money you need to launch a business or take your
operation to new heights.

Apply Now
Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2 page pitch of your
grand idea, and why you’re the person to make it happen. And don’t claim a
two-page pitch is too short — a short pitch forces you to be convincing, not
winded. Be impressive, there’ll only be one winner. Email The Overcast at:
submissions@theovercast.ca DEADLINE: APRIL 3RD, 2016

THIS ALBEDO GRANT IS A COMPETITION: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The people who submitted the top 5-6 submissions will get an in-person pitch to Dean,
The Keepings, and John for their money. These submissions may be posted on our
website, so the public can weigh in on whom they want to win, while the sponsors take
a week to think it over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.
NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean, The Keepings, and John are a benevolent local businessperson, and
would like to get in on the Albedo Grant with your own $5,000 contribution to
an entrepreneur/organization/artist whose pitch impressed you the most, get
in touch. The more money in this pot the better.
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SALARY FIGURES FOR MAYOR AND
CITY EMPLOYEES SHOCK THE CITY
A document made its way online in March,
revealing what our mayor makes (about
$119,000, 1/3rd tax free), and the city manager
makes $223,253.55. The latter is a figure some
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local doctors and architects have verified is
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higher than their own salaries. Workers in
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comparable fields not employed by The City
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are also stating, in social media, The City is
paying their employees better than comparable
employers for the same work. It’s got everyone
calling The City the most generous employer
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in town, with thick sarcasm, and implied fiscal
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mismanagement, in their tones. More recently,

Lifestyles

it was revealed that St. John's Sports and
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Entertainment Ltd., a subsidiary of the City of
St. John's responsible for running Mile One
Centre and the St. John's Convention Centre,
is paid a handsome $152,880 per year, with its
unionized staff making $18-$33 per hour. And
the Metrobus’s general manager? $167,314 per
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the only province to “significantly exceed”
the national average (82%). While Alberta
gave the most money to charity, at an average
donation of $863, that number reflects higher
donations from fewer people, whereas our
stats indicate a truer measure of generosity:
more of us give what we can to charity than
any other province. And according to Stats
Can, in that regard, we’ve been the most
charitable province for roughly a decade now.
OUR PROVINCE’S
FINANCIAL SITUATION IS SO
GRIM WE’RE RECEIVING FEDERAL
EMERGENCY FUNDS
Our province will be given a cash infusion
of $30-million from an emergency federal
program that helps provinces during bleak
times. As a province, we relied too heavily for

BOREAL FOREST

the oil boom is looking busted, and the mines

In our era of climate change concerns, we

are closing. Roughly one-third of NL’s revenue

owe trees big time. They absorb an incredible

has been coming from oil royalties, and not

amount of climate-change-causing CO2 out

diversifying our economy with revenues

of the air: the stuff we put there by burning so

from a wider variety of industries has cost us

much oil every year. MUN researcher Dr. Susan

hundreds of millions of dollars on account of

Ziegler is finding trees in our boreal forest do

plummeting crude oil costs. Other industries

a much better job than we’d imagined. In fact,

we will be exploring in coming years appear to

they seem to be getting better and better at

be agriculture, aquaculture, mining, forestry,

filtering CO2 out of our atmosphere for us. We

and technology. As it stands now, our deficit

don’t know why, and why is at the heart of Dr.

is at a record of $2-billion, one fifth of our

Ziegler’s research. Her work has been given a

energy sector workers have been laid off, there

$500,000 federal grant by the Natural Sciences

are impending tax hikes and job cuts coming

of Engineering Research Council of Canada.

down the line, and our unemployment rate

so all city departments have been asked to

She’s working out of Corner Brook.

is 14.1 per cent, making it the highest in the

not increase spending, and to look for ways
to save money.

NEWFOUNDLAND IS A LEADER IN

with unemployment rates above 10%, is PEI. A

CANADIAN CHARITABLE DONORS

recent report in the Globe and Mail graphically

Statistics Canada has officially backed our

illustrated that we and Alberta – the two most

claim to fame as a generous lot. New data

oil-revenue dependent provinces – are the only

declares more people in our province give

two provinces predicted to see negative Real

money to charity than anywhere else in the

GDP growth in 2016.

THERE WILL BE NO UNDOING
OF COUNCIL’S TAX HIKES UNTIL
MAYBE 2017
At a council meeting in March, Councillor
Galgay referenced seven targets the city
claims unanimously it will try to follow when
making the 2017 budget. The major focus
was on its intent to decrease Commercial

Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice and
The Overcast aims to be this voice. In addition
to our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts
fresh and exclusive content on weekdays. All
opinions in this publication reflect the author
of the article, not The Overcast.

-- not a hallelujah, considering they just went

theovercast.ca

or a charitable organization. That means we’re

too long on non-renewable resources, but now
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Rock $50,000 as part of a criminally high –
literally criminally high interest loan. NTV
reported the following details on the loan,
“The sum is to be paid in full on March 22,
2013, or payout increases by an additional
$5,000 monthly. The cost of borrowing is
$10,000. And is to be paid personally to Ron
Ellsworth." The statement exceeds what
is legal in Canada – interest rates may not
exceed 60%. CBC did the math, revealing
this interest rate was functionally 120%.
Ellsworth dodged questions from various
media outlets on the matter throughout
March. At the time of the loan, Ellsworth was
not deputy mayor, or on council. Exit Realty
on the Rock had their licence suspended in
early February, after police executed a search
warrant of their office. They are currently
in receivership, and Anne Squires remains
under police investigation for theft, fraud, and
breach of trust.

and Residence property taxes by 3.8-6.4%
up an average of 14%, according to the board
of trade. This will require council cutting
between $6.6 - 11 million in its 2017 budget,

DEPUTY MAYOR ELLSWORTH DODGING
QUESTIONS ABOUT SCANDALOUS LOAN
In March, media reported Deputy Mayor
Ellsworth allegedly loaned Exit Realty on the

country. The only other province right now,
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Crackies

Meet This Year’s Women of
Distinction Award Winners

In my new novel I use the term “crackies” to describe
those townie dogs of no discernable breed that were
once a common feature of this place.
The word was strange to my editor in Toronto but we left it in judging the meaning was
clear in context. Was a time when it was considered an affectation to acquire a Weimaraner
or a Vizsla or a Poopadoodle or whatever happened to be the latest fashion in mutt. Why
put down good money for a pup when they were to be had for free from an unwanted
litter delivered under some friend’s bed or for the price of the shots from the SPCA? This
household has had two “rescues” that have made wonderful pets, truly loyal companions.

YWCA’s Women of Distinction
awards recognize women
who have made significant
achievements in their fields.
THIS YEAR’S WINNERS
Andrea Maunder (Business)

In derelict downtown in the days before oil you could let your dog out. They’d walk
around on their own, neighbours knew them. If a dog had black fur it was known as
“Blackie” regardless of what you might have christened it. In our corner of the old town
the wanderers used to congregate around that groc and conf on Bond that smelled of
periodontal disease. When I lived on the Higher Levels our dog Dziga would go down to
Jackman and Greene on his own and the owner would give him a slice of bologna. Times
change, today there’s a surfeit of six figure cops, we’ve fallen in love with rules, dogs no
longer roam the muttropolis.
The latest of our dogs was “Violet,” so named by my then eight year old daughter after a favorite
character in the Lemony Snickett books she was reading. Heavenly Creatures claimed Violet
was half Lab, half Bearded Collie. I’d never heard of a “Bearded Collie” (as a puppy she sort of
looked like a bat) and didn’t believe them until Violet did indeed grow a beard. We looked up
the breed online. Beardeds were said to have “busy minds” which sounded great but proved to
involve the necessity of occupying it. Odiferous walks in the country satisfied her curiousity and
she developed a special skill of collecting baseballs that been lost over the fence at St. Pats.
Once we took a bunch of the kids swimming up to the Punchbowl and she was able to fulfil the
drives of both her lines by herding children while swimming.
Violet recently got old quickly. She sprouted a variety of lumps and nodules. She started
finding the stairs hard. She would go into the yard and drop down on a spot she had
never before lain.
One afternoon last month, after a stroll on Middle Cove Beach where she was very much
herself, she lay down on the ground straight after getting out of the backseat of the car
on the return home. Within hours her
back legs were failing, she began to
have great trouble breathing and, most
concerning, wouldn’t lift her head. We
took her to the Vet emergency in the
evening and made the unavoidable
decision to have her ethuninized.
While I was looking into her eyes,
reminding her she was a good dog
and stroking her head, she received a
life-arresting injection and passed away.
She brought us such immeasurable joy.
Loves a crackie. We’re heartbroken here.

Ruth Lawrence (Arts & Culture)
Mackenzie Dove (Young Woman of Distinction)
Clara Rendell (Public Affairs)
Holly Foley (Wellness & Active Living)
Jillian Hand (Mentorship & Education)
Helen Murphy (Community & Social
Development)
Restaurateur Andrea Maunder is best known
for her restaurant Bacalao, and her role with
the Restaurant Association of NL. The award
ceremony spoke of her dedicated support of
the provincial economy “by buying everything
from garlic to game and seafood to spirits
from local businesses and suppliers,” and how
she "promotes the best of Newfoundland and
Labrador to tourists,” especially when she
travels internationally for food events and public
appearances, “using every opportunity to spread
the word about our province’s unique gifts.”
Ruth Lawrence is an award winning actor,
writer, and filmmaker. “Ruth embodies a
powerful combination – a passion for the arts,
community, and activism which makes her
a women of distinction, and a powerful force
for change.” She was credited this year for the
protest that saw the city’s arts funding restored.
Twenty year old Mackenzie Dove served as
President of Newfoundland and Labrador Youth
Parliament for 2015, where “she helped to bring
forward the first Session in 51 years which had

more women than men participate. In high
school, she encouraged and acted as a role
model for young women to get involved with
underwater robotics and helped to lead her
team to an International victory.”
With 32 years clocked on the job, Clara
Rendell is “a female pioneer in the largely
male world of Corrections,” who has risen
from a Parole Officer to Area Director for this
province. Her effective approach to her work
has educated the Canadian Corrections system
on the unique circumstances of this province,
and attracted national attention. “Clara ensures
that both staff serving offenders and the
offenders themselves are not compromised by
the challenges they face within this province.”
Holly Foley “is a proud and empowered feminist
who reaches out to other women and girls,
and who knows we become more powerful in
collaboration with one another. Her work directly
impacts women, as evident in the creation of
the GIRL Run Club, co-founding of a women’s
spirituality group Feminine Arising, co-creating
of Redefining Self-Care, a women’s retreat.”
Eight years ago, Jillian Hand became the first
DONA certified doula in our province. “Fuelled
by a passion for supporting women and their
families and making a positive difference for
families in their birthing experiences, she dove
into this role, inspiring so many others around
her that the doula community in St. John’s today
is about 40 strong.” She was instrumental in
founding the Doula Collective in 2008 and has
held executive positions since its inception.
Helen Murphy is a long time community
developer, chorister, piano teacher, and
mental health advocate, best known as the
volunteer choir director for the Stella’s Circle
Inclusion Choir, which includes adults who
face many barriers such as mental health
issues, addictions, homelessness, poverty,
and unemployment. She selects songs with
positive messages relevant to choir members,
including songs of social justice, inclusion,
relationships and trust.
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A Brief List Of
People No One
Likes Anymore
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be decent to each other or the workplace
strife is your own fault. Reprimand and
rehabilitate the ones you have hired so
they’ll become better men.
No one likes the boss who calls men assertive
when they get emotional, but calls women
emotional when they get assertive.

BY CHAD PELLEY
I shouldn’t have to explain why a rape joke isn’t

The cop who asks a rape
victim if she’d been drinking
shouldn’t have a badge and

funny. You should have to explain why it is.
Internet pornography has taught you to be a
horrible lover who doesn’t really get the point
of intimacy.

has entirely missed the point.
I used to be young enough to think I had to
Saying, “Oh you can’t take a joke,” implies that

laugh along to keep my superior’s respect,

belittling women in the workplace is funny.

and my job.

People commenting on the Jian Ghomeshi

Generally speaking, catcalling triggers fear

case who think 3 women are less reliable than

in a woman, not flattery. They don’t know

1 man have to reconsider the mathematical

you or your intentions, and a staggering

probabilities of their logic, and consider the

number of women have been assaulted by

message they’re sending to women afraid to

people who felt entitled to their bodies and

speak out against their violators – if a court

personal space.

won’t believe 3 women, are they ever going
to believe 1?

I’m sorry you’re right there aren’t enough
women appearing on the cover of this

People who comment on the way a woman

magazine.

was dressed before she was assaulted would
never comment on the clothing choices of the

It shouldn’t be easier and safer to laugh at

cashier who was just robbed. It’s irrelevant.

your boss’s advances because you need the
job to keep your kid in the nicer diapers.

No one likes the man who can’t just order his
Goddamn beer or salmon without that look

People in politics and positions of power

in his eye like the waitress is part of his bill.

should never publically equate making women

You’re not flattering her, you’re being a cliché.

feel uncomfortable at work with “being a jovial
Newfoundlander.” A jovial Newfoundlander

It’s not universally funny when a man implies

is a Newfoundlander who loves the idea of

a sexual favour would benefit her somehow: a

a woman’s sexuality never entering a man’s

better tip, seat, salary, cabfare, day off, price,

mind in the workplace because it’s entirely

grade, scoop of ice cream.

out of context. She’s there to do a job, like
you, believe it or not. You’re not “flattering

If a woman told you the guys were making

her,” you’re letting her know you’re sexually

her uncomfortable, and a fraction of you

unsatisfied enough to be grossly inappropriate

felt she was needlessly creating strife in the

in a place that has no resemblance to a

workplace, fire yourself or hire people who’ll

lover’s bedroom: her workplace.

I shouldn’t have to explain why a rape joke isn’t funny.
You should have to explain why it is.
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NDP Blasting
Premier for
“Roughshod”
Actions of
“Unelected
School Board”

the children over Route 434, the dangerous
condition of which has been denounced many
times in both the House of Assembly and the
media.”
At Holy Cross, parents have questions about
the catchment areas the board is using,
activities and specialized assistance.
“All these school communities heard the
current education minister rail against
the unelected school board when he was
in opposition, and all are concerned that
unaccountable entity.”
Michael says parents, students, and school
councils have been outspoken but the board is
refusing to pay attention. “In his mandate letter,
the Premier urged the Minister of Education
and Childhood Development ‘to engage
constituents and the general public,’” Michael
said in the House of Assembly last month.
running roughshod over parents, students, and

In 2013, the PC government merged all

schools in Conche, Whitbourne and Holy Cross

English-speaking schools into one board as

Junior High in St. John’s.”

a cost-cutting measure. Those school board
members were chosen from the pool of

“I ask the Premier, does he not believe that his

members elected in the 2009 school board

Minister is responsible for ensuring that the

elections; there would have been a school

appointed school board should operate under

board election later in the year, had the

the same principles as he?”

merger not taken place. So the board hasn’t
Michael says she’s heard from dozens of
people in Conche and Whitbourne. Parents in
“Meanwhile,” said NDP Education Critic

Whitbourne say the current Education Minister

Lorraine Michael, “five school communities in

was on their side when he was in Opposition.

this province are facing the threat of closure,

Parents in Conche point to the numerous

and the people who will make that important

petitions presented in the House about the sorry

decision have not been elected and are hence

state of the highway the children from Conche

not accountable to the population.”

will be bused over if their school is closed.

Michael has been working with parents at
Whitbourne Elementary and Sacred Heart
School in Conche; MHA Gerry Rogers has
been working with Holy Cross
Junior High in her district of St.
John’s Centre.
“Whitbourne is actually
a growing community
with increasing enrolment
prospects,” said Michael.
“In Conche, the plan is to bus

The headlines are starting
to drive a growing fear:
we’re in the bust after
the boom. The party’s
over. The jig is up. It was
good while it lasted, but
the good times are coming
to an end. Sigh.
Are we really going to start feeling sorry
for ourselves because the price of oil is
down and our governments have spent all
the royalties?

“However, the English School District Board is
school councils in the recent proposals to close

really had new blood since 2009.

BY DAVE LANE

as well as student access to after-school

their schools will be shut down by an

2016’s school board was
appointed in 2013, and even
then it was comprised of
people elected in 2009.
It hasn’t changed since,
despite the promise of a new
election years ago, by the PC
government, and this year,
by the Liberals.

All Hail Our Economic
Saviour During Hard Times:
The Small Business

“Last week the minister said that it wasn’t his
legal responsibility to administrate and make
decisions regarding how the school board uses
the allocations of government. But he has

Five school
communities in this
province are facing the
threat of closure, and the
people who will make
that important decision
have not been
elected.

been mandated to improve education
outcomes. I ask the Premier
why his Minister is hiding
behind an unelected school
board and shirking his duty
to ensure a safe and optimal
education environment for the
children affected?”

Not if I can help it, we aren’t. There’s way
too much to be optimistic about, and the
beauty of the whole situation is that our
destiny is entirely in our own hands.
Yes, that’s right, we have a secret weapon
to fend off an economic malaise and it’s
called Small Business.
Actually, it goes by many names: startup;
local shop; independent operation;
entrepreneur. But whatever you call them,
our small businesses power our economic
engine, and it’s high time we put them on
the pedestal they deserve.
Our small businesses employ over half
of our working population and we should
work to get this percentage higher.
Small businesses give our economy
resilience by helping us diversify and by
driving growth. Because there are so
many of them, small businesses give us
opportunities to try new things, sharpen
our strengths, and even out the ups and
downs of market forces.
Speaking of “the market,” you might
not think of it but our small businesses
also give us a strong, healthy community,
all thanks to the nature of local,
free-market capitalism. Yes, I said it:
capitalism. Stop picturing greedy, cigar-

smoking Wall Street fat cats for a second
and think about what capitalism really is:
a system where the needs of a community
(market) are filled by people who can (and
want to) fill them.
Local market capitalism can be a
beautiful thing because it requires people
to decide they want to make a life in
this place by doing something that their
neighbours value.
At its best, a community that fosters and
celebrates small business is made up of
happy, productive, prosperous people who
help and support each other.
So how can we become that wonderful,
capitalist-but-ethical city? Well, for one
we can explore our local shops and buy
local. Have fun with it! Meet the owner, ask
where their products come from, and what
their philosophy is.
Beyond that, we need to accept and
celebrate the risks inherent in “going
small.” Startups thrive on failure, but our
community has to embrace that idea and
make learning from mistakes a core,
shared value.
Finally, City Hall has to become a “small
business champion.” I want red tape
reduction strategies to help business
owners get things done. And let’s
make sure we’re doing what we can
to bring together (“cluster”) the talent,
infrastructure, capital, and networks
needed to have a thriving, innovative
business community.
Shake off the doom-and-gloom! Our
success and economic freedom doesn’t
come from thick, black oil; it comes from
a deeply rooted, optimistic, and supportive
community that celebrates its own. Now
doesn’t that sound like the St. John’s you
already know and love? See! We got this.

Local Perspectives

Generation
Brokeass
The Millennials’
Money Issues
Are Statistically
Bleak & Real
The last available national
Census of Population study
says that 42.3% of 4,318,400
Canadians aged 20-29 live at
home with their moms
and dads.
That number is dramatically higher than in
preceding decades: 32.1% in the early 90s,
26.9% in the early 80s. The report offers a
variety of reasons for the trend, but most feel
financially crippled by the cost of housing,
higher education, and difficulty finding a career.
How can kids hit milestones at the same ages
their parents did – first house, first kid – when
they’re making less at the same age?
OTHER AGE GROUPS ARE KILLIN’ IT
WHILE THE KIDS CAN’T GET A CUT
If you’re a 20-something, chances are you’re
earning 20% less than people of other age
groups in your city. For example, pensionaged people, to quote the Luxembourg
Income Study, “have seen income soar.” In the
States, the under-30 are poorer than those
between the ages of 65-79 who are retired –
people who aren’t even working anymore!
The same study shows that for couples in
their 20s, income growth in North America
is “dramatically behind national averages
over the past 30 years.” Yet the 30-,
40-,50-somethings “have experienced gains.”
The effect of being 20-something’n’broke
has long-term ramifications for the fate of
the world: experts worry it’ll impair family
formation, ie, babymaking for the next
workforce’s generation. Fewer productive
people isn’t good for the future of our
economy, but hey, we’ll have robots by then.
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Other financial experts have
pointed out the social
inequalities that will emerge
from this: kids with rich
parents will be able to get
ahead of their peers for
no other reason than their
peers are too broke to buy a
textbook or take their future
would-be partner out on a date.

“If you’re a
20-something,
chances are you’re
earning 20% less
than people of other
age groups in
your city..."

Even if it’s just a matter of some parents
having a spare bedroom in their house
should their kid have to move back in – some
moms will cover those nasty loan interest
payments, some dads will pay your tuition so
you can get a degree. Some moms and dads
can do neither, so some of Generation Broke
are functionally disadvantaged in getting a
leg up or some breathing room, which can
make all the difference in how their lives
pan out: some 20-somethings have to forgo
the internship that might have led to a job,
because it’s an unpaid internship and they
have a rent to pay. Etc, etc.
GENERATION IOU
No matter where you’re from, or what you’re
into, if you’re under 30 in 2016, you likely owe
someone, or some institute, a great deal of
money, and even worse, you owe interest
on that money. You’ve got no option but to
saddle yourselves with debt – everything you
want requires a loan. Even a vacation on a
credit card. Banks love to get you hooked on
loans you’ll never pay off but pay interest on
in perpetuity.

Some reports claim as much
as 70% of 20-somethings
aren’t in relationships
anymore: “The share of
young adults aged 20 to
29 living as couples has
continued its long-term

decline. In 2011, about 3 in 10
(30.8%) young adults in their twenties
were a couple. Thirty years earlier, in
1981, more than half (51.8%) of young
adults were part of couples.” Part of the
joy of a relationship is double income:
two people means twice the paycheques.
Most millenials were conceived when
their mother was a 20-something; that’s
changed: for a multitude of reasons, today’s
20-somethings are more into fleeting
Tinder-matches than picket fences.
THE CURRENT ECONOMY IS
KILLING THE WILL TO DO ANYTHING
BUT NAP AND NETFLIX
What happens to one’s lifestyle, or even
ambitions, when they need their job as much
as they hate their job? Despair, apathy,
slothdom, stunted drive in all facets of life,
including love lives, because who has time
for that between all the studying and double
shifts and panic attacks over the bills?
More than ever, the work-life balance is
important to people – the under 40 see their
professional lives much differently than the
over 40: one’s career these days is merely a
means to an end, not the purpose of our lives.
Sadly, that refreshing attitude has emerged

Expensive educations often end in
unpaid internships or jobs that don’t
pay enough to pay down the loans,
and banks get rich off perpetual interest
payments on those impossible loans. Way too
much of a Millennial’s monthly budget goes to
debt-related payments, which do nothing
but keep them broke. No one should
start their adult lives severally in
debt, it slows down or prevents
functional entry into adulthood
milestones like buying a house or
supporting a child.
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in the most financially screwed generation
of modern times.
As one burnt-out local 20-something said,
“You just get boxed in, trapped in this box
where you can’t evade your financial doom
and responsibilities and your life becomes
about tackling your stacks of unpaid bills.
It makes you submissive to a system that
means nothing to you: work, school, work,
school, and for what? Neither excite
me, but it’s how I spend my waking
hours: unexcited. I know what I

LESS LOVE = LESS MONEY

want to be, but it’s not practical to

Another part of the millennial
financial instability crisis is that
fewer people in this age bracket
are in relationships anymore.

be an entrepreneur in this economy,
with those damn property rental
rates, and everyone too broke to
buy what you’re selling anyway.”

According to Forbes,
here are some of the
“Most Promising Jobs
for Millennials”
Nevermind law school or 4 years of med
school ‘cause there’s money in it: Forbes
recently reported 41% of people working
in elevator repair are between the ages
of 18 and 34. “Their median income is a
healthy $76,650 and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics projects that job growth in the
field will be 25% by 2022.” Get innovative.
Think outside the box: most buildings
have elevators. Unleash your inner dogwalker, or whatever. Here’s some stuff to
consider, if you’re considering going to,
or going back to university:
Are You a Do-gooder?
Fundraiser - Therapist
Are You a People Person?
Agent/Manager of Artists, Athletes
or Performers - PR Specialist
Are You into Jobs No One Will
Understand?
Surveyors, Cartographers, and
Photogrammetrists - Nuclear Engineer
Are You into Science?:
Agricultural or Food Scientist - Dietician/
Nutritionist
Are You Into Numbers?
Financial Analyst or Advisor - Statistician
Are You into Lab Coats?
Pharmacist - Biomedical Engineer
Are You a Bit of a Computer Nerd?
Software Developer and Programmer
Computer and Information Research
Scientist
Are You into Sidekicking It?
Dental Hygienist - Physician’s assistant
Are You into Surprising People Who
Ask “So What Do You Do?”
Elevator Installer and Repairer - Actuary
Are You Not into Any of the Above?
Geological Technician - Marketing
Specialist
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Serving
Fish

Fish Depot’s
New Store
Open for
Business
BY LAUREN POWER

Longtime downtown fish
monger, The Fish Depot,
has a newly-opened second
location at 38 Ropewalk
Lane.
“My parents opened the Fish Depot on
Duckworth about 12 years ago and have been
sourcing the best local products available,”
says owner Jackie Shannahan. “It is a close,
family run business,” she says. “My parents
are still very much involved and my brother
as well.”Jackie’s parents, Ben and Pauline
Shannahan, opened the store downtown
(369 Duckworth Street) in 2002, clocking nine
hours a day, six days a week.
Shannahan started working in a fish shop long
before her parents opened their store. When
they opened, she helped out while she was
in school (biomedical electronics engineering
technology in case you were curious).

Creamy Garlic
Scallop Spaghetti
with Bacon
Prep time :15 mins / Cook time: 15 mins
Serves: 4
INGREDIENTS
• ¾ pound dry spaghetti
• 4 slices crisp cooked bacon, chopped

The downtown location will remain open,
with the new store acting as an expansion
with a central location that offers more
free parking, for those who are skittish
about running errands downtown. “We offer
more than 30 different types of seafood,”
says Shannahan. “The most popular is cod,
salmon, halibut, cod tongues, and shrimp.
About 97% of our products are local. We are
dedicated to supporting our local economy
and offering the best quality seafood from our
cold Atlantic waters.”
“April, May, and June are excellent months
for fresh seafood,” she says. “We will have
lobster, cod, halibut, scallops, tongues,
cheeks, and so much more!”

Express Lunch
Lunch Options

In less than an hour!

Wild Labrador Arctic Char is their biggest
seller. With a taste milder than Atlantic
salmon, it’s ideal for baking, grilling, smoking,
or curing. “We do not sell farmed cod, says
Shannahan. “People always ask that.”
For the authentic NL cook, there’s
Newfoundland-cultivated mussels,
Newfoundland Bay Scallops, and individually
packed, single-serving portions of salt
fish cooked with hard bread. There’s
also swordfish, herring (if you’re feeling
Scandinavian), mackerel, capelin, oysters,
sushi-grade tuna, and the occasional alligator.
If you’re feeling particularly adventurous,
Shannahan says they can order anything you
like, and have it to your table within 48 hours.
One noted fan of local fish is Barry C.
Parsons, author of the popular Rock Recipes
cookbooks from Breakwater Books, as well
as its companion blog. He’s currently working
on his third book.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 pound medium sized scallops
Salt and pepper to season
3 tablespoons olive oil
6 cloves minced garlic
½ cup white wine
1 cup low sodium seafood stock
(or chicken stock)
• 1½ cups whipping cream
• 2 large tomatoes, center pulp
removed and diced small
• ½ cup grated Parmesan cheese

He started his home cooking blog,
RockRecipes.com, in 2007. His blog has over
500,000 followers on social media and has
published 1500 recipes and original photos to
date. Rock Recipes’ most popular new recipe
for 2015 was Creamy Garlic Scallop Spaghetti
with Bacon. “The recipe features scallops
but could easily be done with shrimp or even

PHOTO: BARRY C. PARSONS
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lobster chunks,” says Parsons.
The Fish Depot is open at 38 Ropewalk Lane
and 369 Duckworth Street.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cook the dry spaghetti to al dente in salted
water and drain. Crisp cook the bacon in
a large sauté pan and roughly chop it. Set
aside. Season the scallops with salt and
pepper and pan sear them in the bacon fat
for only about 1½ to 2 minutes per side and
set aside with the bacon. Drain the bacon
fat from the pan and add the olive oil and
garlic; cook for only a minute to slightly
soften the garlic. Add the white wine and

seafood stock and simmer quickly for a
few minutes until the liquid has reduced by
about ⅓. Add the cream and simmer for
an additional 2 minutes. Season with salt
and pepper if needed, then add the bacon,
tomatoes and the scallops to the sauce.
Simmer for only a minute or two to warm
the scallops through before adding the
cooked pasta and Parmesan cheese. Toss
together the pasta and sauce very well
before serving.

Food & Drink

Downtown St. John’s,
A Bar Sampler
Dance-Date-Debauch-DiveDragnet-DoubledarePromise-or-Repeat BY EMILY DEMING
DANCE

Lottie’s Place
Who: Everyone ends up at Lottie’s sooner or later, or they should at least once a year. What to drink:
White Russians. Wear: bridal veil, sash, miniskirt, boots. Why: Because Eye of the Tiger and staggering
stags and stagettes breaking out moves last used on the junior prom dance floor is about as close to
good clean fun as binge drinking in a dirty city gets (Fri-Sat all request DJs). Or cheap drinks any time to get pumped for your debut at
Karaoke Kops across the street… or just an anonymous break from your regular scene. No cover, lover! When the night ends: You
were doing the Roger Rabbit...then you were home in bed. Suddenly. Magically. Like a fairy god-mother swept you off in her Jiffy Cab.
You will awake back in your rags but glad, thinking, “nothing wrong with that!”

DATE

Vinyl Room, Basho, or Bar at Raymond’s
Who: Birthday girls, oil barons, anniversaries, lawyers in love. What to drink: Classic and hand-crafted cocktails. Wear: Occasion
pieces, statement dresses, Prada loafers, cufflinks. Why: See, be seen, fall in love. When the night ends: You only have money left
for cab fare OR cover, so you both head to The Ship. After the last dance to a great band, you skip the loitering smokers’ crowd, wrap up
in your vintage furs and walk down to Harbourside Park to hold hands, makeout by the water, and generally make epic memories as
the sun comes up through the narrows.

DEBAUCH

The Levee/CBTGs (aka “the deck”)
Who: Downtownies, h’artsy-fartsies, musicians, baristas, that dude who was always at Bar None. What to drink: India, coke. Wear:
Denim, blundstones, sweaters, tank tops. Why: Because the bathroom graffiti is the best. And because it is crowded, and pulsing, and
you want to laugh and yell and smoke and have adventures with best friends you just met. When the night ends: you are passed out
on your stoop with a poutine pillow.

DRINK/DIVE/DAPUB

The Black Sheep, Georgestown Pub, Erin’s, The Duke
Who: regulars, writers, barflies, bikers, adjunct professors. What to drink: Pints. Jamesons. Wear: Clothes.
Why: Live a Tom Wait’s song. Set the world right with compatriots. When the night ends: You are still on your barstool… barely.

DRAGNETTING

Blue on Water, Grapevine, Martini Bar
Who: Men on the low end of the beard to hair-product spectrum. Your crush from the gym. POF roster. What to drink: Wine,
Coors light. Wear: Black, aqua, or purple, and tight. Top buttons undone/high hemline. Youtube turtle make-overs. Why: Get some
skin. Moms’-night-out apps and winks. Just lookin’. When the night ends: None of our business. Possible regret. Text messages
starting with “Hey, hottie-bo-bottie…"

APRIL 2016
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Owner of
Happy Hummus
Hut Closing Her
Doors Due to
Life Threatening
Allergies
“This is the most difficult
post I’ve ever had to write,”
says owner of Happy
Hummus Hut on Duckworth
Street, “Unfortunately, I
have developed yet another
life-threatening allergy and
cannot continue to operate
the Hummus Hut. As much
as I love my Hut and all of
you, the air in my business
is endangering my life, so I
have to say goodbye.”
She says she’s looking for interested buyers.
“If you have a passion for food, and no deadly
food allergies, this is a bargain for you, a fully
operational, fully equipped restaurant with
all my recipes too! Interested parties can call
753-9146 and we’ll talk it over. Thank you,
each and every one of you, for letting me feed
you these almost 4 years. I love you and I will
miss you terribly.” Happy Hummus Hut has
been operating on Duckworth Street, near the
Marriott, for 4 years now. It was a vegetarian
spot, and in a twist of fate it was staple
veggies like tomatoes, potatoes, peppers,
and avocados she developed serious allergies
to, allegedly because of “overexposure to
them.” More than once, she had what she’s
called life-threatening allergic reactions, with
symptoms like swollen, bleeding hands and
ears, and difficulty breathing. She was alone in
the restaurant both times.
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Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Local Plonks
Rupert’s
682 CONCEPTION
BAY HIGHWAY

THE PULLED PORK SANDWICH ($7 +tax) may be pressed between
2 slices of toasted Dempsters’ style whole wheat, but the bbq pulled pork is
juicy and smoky in a sauce (which there could have been more of) with flavours of tarragon
and thai sweet chili. A purple cabbage slaw provided crunch, a vinegar tang and a little
carrot sweetness. Best enjoyed with a tin of Pepsi.

Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
Celebrations call for
bubbles. No drink raises
spirits so quickly as

MASCHIO DEI CAVALIERI (NLC $25.27)
is a step up in quality. It has a welcome
creaminess, a very faint sweetness and a
ripe melon character. It’s still light but with

The same simple sandwich bread (made down the street at Dough B’ys) works better
on the roadside diner staple: THE BLT ($5 +tax). Lots of B, lots of T, unblemished,
dark green L, balanced swipe of mayo. Everything is cut thickly and the bacon is cooked
perfectly, crispy, and chewy. The sandwiches were both made to order and not a crumb
wasn't fresh.

champagne, put a glass

more weight than most prosecco. This

of it in a guest’s hand as

one works nicely with dry cured hams, a

ATMOSPHERE: This place is a relocation/re-opening of an old local favourite. So other
customers are all happy to be there. But not many are from afar as it is a job to find. With
two different addresses listed (website/facebook), Google maps not being too accurate on
the Avalon, and no signage up yet, write this down: The address listed above in Kelligrews,
in the old Savvy’s location (Savvy’s sign still up), across from Hickey’s Greenhouses and
Nursery. If you do locate it, let the staff, with their "Oh my gosh am I at Nan’s house now?”
friendliness, assist you in your choice of cheesecake as there are always several rotating
through the menu and they are beloved by those that make them. The Creamsicle was
a bit too sweet but big, homemade, and fun enough to go back again to try the smoked
cheesecake when it is available.

Nothing else so well toasts

O’MI SUSHI ARRIVES
IN MOUNT PEARL
BY LAUREN POWER
THE ST. JOHN’S SUSHI TSUNAMI HAS REACHED THE SHORES OF DISTANT MOUNT
PEARL. Owner Linyu Wang has opened O’Mi Sushi (673 Topsail Road), bringing a little Asian
fare to the Pearl. So far, the buzz is positive after the sushi joint’s soft opening. Tucked away in
Waterford Plaza, westenders can be satisfied that someone is spreading some sushi love on
their side of town. With the help of the architect Grant V. Genova, “the restaurant was designed
really special,” says Wang. “Our sushi is always fresh made, and much healthier,” she says.
Along with the usual sushi suspects (BBQ eel, spicy tuna, and dragon rolls, made with shrimp
tempura), the early favourite on the menu is the Angry Hulk roll (“you’re going to like it if you’re
veggie”), packed with all things green: avocado, cucumber, spring mix, and asparagus, topped
with more avocado. Early patrons are giving big ups for lunch specials, great service, decent
prices, and a decent selection of beer and spirits, with Wang and
her incredibly sweet staff being the highlights. Plus, there’s black
sesame ice cream for dessert. O’Mi Sushi is located in Waterford
Plaza (673 Topsail Road), open Mondays 4:30pm-9:00pm; TuesdaySaturday 12:00pm-9:00pm; and Sunday: 1:00pm-9:00pm.

they arrive and they have

first course of prosciutto for instance. Not
great but good.

instantly joined the party.
a marriage or the birth of
a child or a birthday.

THE CANAVEL BRUT (NLC $27.86)
has 10% chardonnay which gives the
malic, the apples and pears flavour, more
angles. It’s quite dry, making it refreshing
but like the other proseccos discussed

Unfortunately good champagne is

has a giveaway “soda” thing that betrays

expensive to make and market. With

tank, rather than bottle fermentation.

many big brands cost is no guarantee of

It’s decent but the price is creeping up to

quality. The non-vintage Veuve Cliquot

where you wonder about value.

(NLC $76.45) was, for a time, a reliable
choice but loses character every year. Once

Overall not a winning category of

celestial Krug is today merely good, and

wines here in town.

I’ve had truly disappointing vintage Dom
Perignon – and these are extravagantly

In Venice these days you can taste some

pricy bottles. The best value champagne

proseccos being made by the

in town is one of the lowest priced, the

cool kids, “col fondo.”

Bonnaire (NLC $56.85). High standard

They begin fermentation

champagne emulators are being made

in tanks but finish it in the

in Canada (especially in Nova Scotia!)

bottle over lees. These

but among sparkling wine alternatives

are a little turbid, with

to champers, we think most frequently

a salinity befitting the

of Cava and Prosecco. There is a better

lagoon setting and are of

selection of Prosecco than Cava at NLC so

surprising complexity.

let’s start there.

They have a bit of
chew to them.

LA MARCA (NLC $20.27) is, like most

Delightful drinks and

Prosecco, made entirely from the rather

they remain very

neutral Glera grape, and is fermented in

inexpensive. Not sure

stainless steel tanks. It has an inoffensive

if col fondo prosecco

note of green apple but little else. People

can travel but they

like it mostly because of its reasonable

would certainly be a

price. A good choice if you’ve foolishly

welcome addition to

invited too many to the wedding.

NLC’s shelves.
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Young Guns:
New Event and
Grant Benefits
the Newest
Names in, and
Therefore the
Future of, Our
Food Industry
BY EMILY DEMING

It may have been the Ides of
March, but all was collegial

APRIL 2016

Young Guns takes
aim at the future by
investing in the next
generation of Jeremy
Charleses and
Todd Perrins

can be challenging
to afford to
participate in
this centuries-old
tradition when travel off

the island is so expensive.
Staging is a way to learn new techniques,
philosophies up close. This group of “Young
Guns” hopes that this grant will not only help
individual colleagues but, with fresh skills

stepped aside and enjoyed
a menu created by their
righthand men and women:

island, they believe their entire industry

moving down the road to Black Sea Restaurant. That’s

will benefit.
LOW PROFILES AND HIGH
END CUISINE
The “Guns” who executed this fundraiser
were not the executive chefs who we know
from the press. These are the people who

ones to watch. The ones who will help to
build the next generation of Newfoundland
gauntlet and style of their bosses (those
executive chefs mentioned above), these sous
chefs worked together under the heat lamps
in the Mallard Kitchen with a visibly clear ethic
of work, cooperation, and respect which runs
through their entire Brigade de Cuisine.
Kuymin Hahn, along with Mia Boland (Pastry

Organized by Kuymin Hahn (Head Chef at

(Sous-chef, Chinched), Alex Fitzgerald (Chef

Merchant Tavern) and Stephen Lee (Co-Owner

de Cuisine, Mallard Cottage), Ross Larkin

Place Tonic and BluntRoll (the maker of all
those leather and canvas aprons the talent in
town are wearing), “Young Guns” was the first
in a series of events conceived to raise funds
for the “Newfoundland Young Chefs Grant.”

one way to deal with council’s ill-conceived tax hikes.
John Franklin, of Franklin Hotel, has been a business partner of Bistro Sofia’s owners
forever. Those owners are chefs Gregory Bersinski and Tony Velinov, who also run the
Black Sea Restaurant, a Mediteraran-leaning menu in a fine dinning environment. Meals
include lamb tagine, veal oso buco, malai kofta (north Indian vegetables and cottage
cheese dumplings), duck confit, and of course, baklava for dessert.
Bistro Sofia’s European-bistro style menu will be blended with that of Black Sea’s.
Hopefully this includes Bistro Sofia’s legendary baked goods and espressos. It’s
sounding that way, as Black Sea is getting not only “new coffee equipment” but an
aesthetic facelift.

food. Picking up the celebrated but no-drama

their cooks in the kitchen.

of Mallard Cottage) and supported by The Third

Street, presumably to kill two rents with one stone,
Bistro Sofia is closing its doors, packing up its menu, and

of some of the best local

and Todd Perrin) willingly

In a move akin to Johnny Ruth + Living Planet on Water

and new knowledge brought back to the

brilliant food night after night. These are the

Hussey and Michelle LeBlanc,

Bistro Sofia Has
Boarded Up to Merge with
Black Sea Restaurant

and experience different restaurants’

keep their heads down, and prep and cook

Charles and Bonia, Shaun
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development. It

as the kings and queens
restaurants (The Jeremys
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The plan is Bistro Sophia by day (lunch) and Black Sea by
night (supper). Where Black Sea leans Mediterranean,
Bistro Sofia leans French. They’re known for fine soups,
Paninis, and pastries. To quote Bill Wha from our St.
John’s Dining Directory, “Amazing soups, sandwiches,
and pastries for lunch at a fair price. The lamb dishes
are great. The lunchtime tomato soup is legendary.”

Black Sea is
located at 193 Water
Street and will now be
Bistro Sophia by day,
and a revamped Black
Sea by night.

Chef, Merchant Tavern), Barry Fitzgerald

(Sous Chef, Raymond’s) took time outside of
their regular work, planning the event over
group emails. As Larkin says, “It’s not like we
get Friday nights off to hang out.”
“This is the last time to cook with Kuymin”
Fitzgerald explains, since Hahn is heading off

Tickets sold for $75 a person which will give

island. They consider their work, though for

some lucky and hard working Newfoundland

different restaurants, a collective endeavour.

cooks the chance to stage at restaurants

For this night, they each chose something

off the island by covering their travel and

to hang their dish on: fish, pasta, moose,

accommodation expenses.

etc. Making sure the menu would work as a

Watching them in the kitchen build these

tongue on alder branches,” the spice of

courses, one after another after another (it

“Calabrian chili nduja," the delicacy of “raw

was a five course meal consisting of eight

fluke and snow fungus with brown butter

separate dishes and six appetizers or “snacks”)

sauce,” the poetry and heft of “bucatini,

you hear no banter, and see no bravado. It is

farfelle, strozzapretti,” and the soft balanced

all concentration and cooperation. And joy.
Not smiling, laughing, beer drinking joy (that
is reserved for after the meal), but the joy of
full artistic engagement. In other words, they
were killing it.

nostalgia of “poached rhubarb with milk
sorbet and duck egg sabayon” (none of which
was too salty, or too sweet, all of which I hope
to see popping up on seasonal menus soon);
if that all sounds like the kind of fairy black

HUNGRY YET?

magic you crave, then look for the next event

whole, they then trusted the others to make a

coming … well … they are still brainstorming

Staging is a form of short-term unpaid

contribution that would both stand alone and

If you want to watch these talents in action;

in their rare moments together off duty, but

internship considered, to many in the

complement all. To quote Fitzgerald again,

if you crave the new and fantastical and are

I did hear the phrase, “summer lobster boil.”

industry, essential in a chef’s career and

“It’s beautiful and it becomes one.”

intrigued by the texture of “corned moose

So stay tuned.
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Worth Your Dime
Select April Events

APRIL 29TH @ THE ROCKHOUSE
Make no mistake about it, Repartee are
about to blow up nationally with the release
of their new album, Electric Every Day, and
you’ll agree when you hear it. It’s been years
since their last well-received release, and
they’ve been very busy getting 10 times
better and tighter. They’ve signed to Sleepless
Records (so they’re now label mates with the
likes of July Talk and Allie X), and the sound
engineering on the album sounds like a
million bucks: we’re talking Rick Rubin level
sound engineering. It sounds so good your

SAVOUR FOOD
& WINE SHOW
APRIL 5TH @ THE DELTA HOTEL
Savour Food & Wine is “a showcase of great
food, restaurants, chefs, and beverages
that happens every spring.” It’s run by The

sound
symposium
xviii

haircuts for
ladies & gents

ju ly 8 – 16 , 2016

smashing the barriers explosive

Tim Brady

194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

electronic orchestral composer to present
“piece for 20 guitars”
n ew s co r n er

more info: soundsymposium.com

NIGHT
MUSIC
Remote CTRL
April 21
9:30 pm
The Ship | $5
Improv.
Hear a band.
Then join in.
All Improvisers
Welcome!

Harbour Symphony

REPARTEE’S HOTLY
ANTICIPATED ALBUM
RELEASE

Restaurant Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador (RANL), and this will be its 9th year.
Picture the traditional booth-style ordeal you
associated with wine or beer shows, but with
food booths (as well as other vendors, mainly
drink, but non-food biz vendors too). We sent
Emily to cover it last year, and she wrote, “the
balance of wine and liquor alongside the food
make this more full bodied than the various
wine, beer, and whiskey events sprinkled
throughout the year. The ballroom was full but
not sardine packed, with only small line-ups
that waxed and waned rapidly enough to eat
and drink continuously if you were flexible and
kept moving.” The event runs from 6:30-9:30,
and tickets are $110. If you want to spend
the night at the delta, there are two-person
ticket’n’a’room packages for $244 or $344.
Tickets can be booked by calling 739-6404,
or visiting eventbrite.ca. Again from Emily’s
visit last year, “The range of restaurants
that participated gave what is essentially
a zillion-course tapas meal some serious
texture ... Chinched and their tacos, Five
Brothers Cheese’ poutine, and India Gate’s
mini-buffet were all deservedly popular, as
they are outside of show night. The Spa at The
Monastery broke the “booth” mould by luring
show-goers with a simple strawberry dipped
in chocolate into a pop-up beauty spa replete
with free chair massages and make-overs."

Every Noon Hour July 8 – 16

The St. John’s Cookie Throwdown is “one part
baking competition, one part bake sale, all
parts delicious. With prizes donated by local
businesses, celebrity judges, and just a
redonkulous amount of cookies.” All funds
raised will go to support the creation of the
Stand-Up Challenge, a new creative challenge
based on the RPM Challenge to write and
perform a set of stand-up comedy in one
month. Register as a Baker here: unpossible.
co/store/baker-registration. All you have
to do is bake 26 cookies and bring them to
the Rocket Room on the morning of April
3. In exchange, you’ll be given a box you
can fill with 8 cookies by other bakers! It’s
like cookie bartering, with a chance to win
some great prizes. There are 9 categories for
the cookies: 1.) Best Use of an Unexpected
Ingredient 2.) Best Decorated 3.) Best Kid’s
Entry 4.) Best Professional Entry 5.) Best
Chocolate Chip 6.) Best Vegan 7.) Best Gluten
Free 8.) The People’s Choice! 9.) Best Use
of a Newfoundland Ingredient. Judges will
be chefs and bloggers living and working
in St. John’s, including representatives

ears get bigger to take it in. And the songs got
more hooks than the Canadian Tire Fishing
Aisle. T-Swift herself would definitely get
down to this. As would Metric if you need a
“sounds like” reference for what to expect on
the 29th. Repartee are also known for putting
off high energy, memorable shows you can’t
get into because you never bought a ticket
and thought you’d just get in on the door. You
won’t: get a ticket, kids. You know they’ll be
bringing it x 2 for their homecoming album
release show. "We sound pretty different now,”
Meg Warren told us back in the fall, “I’d like to
think it’s a bit more refined, a bit less all-overthe-place in terms of structures and genres.
Robbie and I have been writing this album
over the course of nearly 4 years,” and you can
hear that hard work on the new album, which
has two points of reference: there are new,
blazing versions of their townie favourites
“Nice Girls” and “Die B4U.”

Concert Series

APRIL 3RD @ ROCKET ROOM
ON WATER STREET

from the Reluctant Chef, Mallard Cottage,
and Raymonds. Fancy Schmancy, so bring
your A-game to the ovens, bakers. Winners
of each category will win prizes donated
by local downtown businesses, including
Oliver’s Restaurant, Portobello’s Restaurant,
Belbin’s Grocery, the Newfoundland Craft
Council, Afterwords Bookstore, Heritage
Crafts, Newfoundland Chocolate Company,
and Food For Thought.

Sound Symposium Presents

THE ST. JOHN’S COOKIE
THROWDOWN!

For comprehensive event listings
or to add your own events: theovercast.ca/events

Stay Tuned for
updates
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Jake Nicoll
Releases
Dazzling
Double Album
in a Era of EPs
XBF: New
Triple AAA
Band Release
Debut EP
BY WENDY ROSE

An AAA+ group consisting
of Amery Sandford, Aley
Waterman, and Allison Graves,
XBF is “is kind of like that
party girl who actually kind
of has their shit together and
that your mom and dad always
want to have over for dinner.”
The trio of young professionals draw
inspiration and humour from the world they
inhabit, writing songs about being depressed
and wanting snacks, or the tough subject of
not wanting to eat brunch with the random
person dragged home from a random bar
at a questionable hour under questionable
circumstances.

Glazerr or The Memories – I also just
love bands with female vocals like Bully,
Bleached, or Shannon and The Clams,”
Sandford wrote from Nashville.
XBF’s humourous musical offerings were
born out of a group message in which
the friends contributed funny anecdotes,
ridiculous thoughts and observations and
“stupid song ideas, like 'my toe looks like
Mac DeMarco,'” Waterman explained. “We
were joking around, saying we were going to
start a band called XBF. We joked about it for
a few months before starting it. Then people
started saying they were excited to hear
us. As soon as we jammed a little, people
wanted XBF to play shows.”
“Our very first show was in a bedroom on
Military Road during a friend’s party,” Sandford
recalled. “Me and Aley played our instruments
kneeling on this bed and Allison and a full
drum kit were stuffed into a corner in the
room. “Dressed up in all pink outfits, hilarious
athletic-themed outfits, or fully adorned in
Dollarama Christmas decorations, XBF’s stage
presence is as much fun as their tunes.

Their four song EP, I'm depressed, still
managed to burrow into overworked
ear drums, as Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians flooded Bandcamp with RPM
projects. “It's worth noting that none of us
actually play the instruments we play in this
band,” Graves said with a laugh. “Aley has
her own band, Gala. Amery, I don't think
she has a musical background. I grew up
playing violin and piano. I had never played
the drums before,” she explained. “And I had
never played bass,” Waterman added.

The album's second track, 'brunchphobia,' is
quite the banger. The song is "about hooking
up with people and not wanting to have
brunch with them afterwards ... That fear ...
when you wake up and someone is like 'so,
do you wanna go for brunch?' No, I don't
want to go for brunch. I want to go back to
sleep. I don't really want to talk to you that
much.” A song for a generation, really.
Feedback for the new band has been positive,
though the band admitted that praises come
in an untraditional way. “People are stoked,
but not necessarily in a 'this is really good!'
way,” Waterman said with a laugh. “It's more
like, 'lol, we love XBF.'” #same.

“Our influences are from bands that use
simple but effective songwriting, like Cherry

Check out XBF on Bandcamp at
xbfxo.bandcamp.com/releases.

BY STEVE MALONEY

Jake Nicoll’s Two Things/Half
of Nothing gives us thoughtful
songs, in a beautifully
produced double album that is
mixed to perfection. There is a
youthful spirit in Jake’s voice,
with a pronounced delivery,
that’s instantly disarming.
A comparison to Sufjan Stevens comes to
mind, but there is truly an irreplaceable
mood in Jake's music, and particularly in
this album. Both playful and sincere. As a
drummer, the sense of timing and form is
incredibly tight. Interesting arrangements
help snare attention on repeat listens, with
a sense of experimentation that helps evade
easy categorization.
There is a warmth in production and
instrumentation, with a complimentary
mix of piano, drums, synthesizers, strings,
and electric guitars weaving a tonal fabric
that sounds both nostalgic, and completely
in and of its time. Both experimental, and
accessible. DIY spirit, with an incredible
attention to detail. Every moving part is
placed perfectly in the mix, to support the
landscape of each track. Clarity and balance
in production also help make this such a
pleasing listen.
Jake's lyrical depth is also an integral part
of this album. Bringing about the thoughts
and doubts that reflect the life of a touring
musician. Exploring the growth of human
conditions, and excavating feelings of
nostalgia. Understated, and relatable. This
pairs well with an incredibly captivating
sense of melody. Unafraid to stretch melodic
lines over a wide range, with depth in every
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hook. On the first half, the title track “Half of
Nothing” makes great use of this, opening up
in the chorus for one of the most triumphant
moments of the album.
The proceeding track, “Little Lies” retreats
to a hushed, introspective and haunting
piano-led waltz. Showing us Jake’s dexterity
with songwriting. On the first half we’re also
given the conversational exchange, and
chugging pulse of “Once You Start Asking,” the
melismatic falsetto of “Dream,” and a wash of
vocal revelry, with passionate drumming on
“Forms.” The second half (“Two Things”) opens
up with the calculated, synth driver “Story of
Your Life,” furthering proof of Jake’s skills
as a writer and producer. We’re then brought
through another complex range of songs, from
the swagger inducing “Two Things,” to the
raucous “Reassuring Song,” the delicate and
infectious “Make Believe Misery,” the subtle
and remorseful sentiment of “Falling in Love,”
to the closing solo of “So Many Songs,” swirling
on a dying tape. There are too many amazing
moments to list. Amongst two albums worth
of carefully produced, meaningful songs.
In a time when music is so easily diluted,
it’s nice to know Jake is hidden away in his
solace, crafting songs like these.
Songs with an other-worldly melodic
sensibility, and exciting, relatable content.
With a great sense of harmonic movement,
and an instinctual ebb and flow, unafraid to
serve what’s best for each song. This is a very
exciting album, and a huge addition to the
catalogue of music from this province. It's
rare for an artist to release a double album.
Rarer still that it can hold attention for its
entirety. I strongly
suggest you
listen to this
check out the
album.

albums here:
jakenicoll.
bandcamp.com

PHOTO: JAKENICOLL.BANDCAMP.COM
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Cheers
to Pet Legs
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3 Writers on
3 RPM Albums
That Stood
Out to Them
This Year
BRAD PRETTY’S PICKS
Weird GF
Pineapple Crush
weirdgf.bandcamp.com
This year, by chance, did you put off recording
RPM tracks until the night before March 1st?
Weird GF did. But if she didn't say so at the
beginning of “Fuck Regret,” you'd never tell.
Sure, most of the album's songs clock in at a
minute or two, but you'll enjoy every splendid
second. Like a good granola bar, it's equal
parts sweet and salty. “Jacuzzi Dance Club” is
a sugar rush, whereas “2 Loud” is a stompin'
and clappin' sticky lament. With a knack for
spooky melodies (check out “Graveyard”) and
confessional lyrics that are both witty and
charming, it's like walking into a parlor of
perfectly weird pop minimalism.

Daddy Twofoot
Surly Drunk
daddytwofoot.bandcamp.com
Nothing says burnt out like a Tolkien reference
for a project name, and this album runs hot in
the coolest way. It's full of laid back grooves,
is soaked in more reverb than a Yes album,
and sees more signatures than a mailman's
pen. Writing and recording an album this
complex should take a lot longer than a dark
and stark Newfoundland February. The sheer
detail contained in these post-prog tracks
is enough for a mention, as they reflect an

ethic and craftsmanship that are often set
aside for RPM projects. But this is not only a
grand undertaking of effort; it's a meticulously
mathy masterpiece in the scheme of the RPM
challenge. Best consumed whole.

Pet Legs
Radiation Fog
petlegs.bandcamp.com
Do you like to chill? Yeah you do. Do you like
to listen to sweet music while you chill? Yeah
you do. Listen to this chill album. It's a sleeper
hit of the RPM challenge. It sounds like you're
in a dream where you can fly around and
throw balloons filled with liquid chillness at
people that make them as chill as you are.
Then you and a pack of completely chill people
continue to fly around and convert more
people to your chillness. Once you completely
chill everyone out, you land in a giant blanket
fort and listen to this album and chill some
more. People might smoke cigarettes. People
start making out; or maybe they don't.
Depends on how you chill. You decide. It's
your dream, man. It's all a dream.

JOANNA BARKER’S PICKS
Guilds
Greatest Hits 2016-2016
guildsrpm.bandcamp.com
Top Tracks: Indoor Voice, Hot or Cold,
Witchcraft Is A Lonely Practice
This gloriously weird doom pop project stole my
heart after the first few seconds and has become
a steady and loyal companion of mine. It’s just
catchy enough. Just noisy enough. And somehow
familiar. It’s also familial: 'Guilds' is sibling duo
Kev and Jess Barry. They haven’t really played
music together since they were kids, and aren’t
even living in the same province right now. That’s
right, a sister-brother long-distance RPM. It’s
a really neat project idea, and it resulted in a
really great album. Well done, sibbz.

Wolf Kush
1986

Music

for making 3 of 4
writers' top picks. Hear
it for yourself at petlegs.
bandcamp.com

wolfkush.bandcamp.com
Top Tracks: Sterling, 1986,
Tune In/Drop Out
This is the second RPM
project from Wolf Kush and I am a huge
fan. We’ve been gifted some very slick
instrumental hip hop, here. It’s hot and very
tasty. I wish each track was a little longer.
And I wish there were more of them. I want
more. Wolf Kush, please give us some more!
I’d love to see some collaboration with
Ouroboros. And yes, that is the NTV Captain
Canada theme on the first track aptly titled
“Sterling.” I truly believe the namesake would
approve, and I would not be surprised if NTV
picked this up. It’s a great sample.

Pet Legs
Radiation Fog
petlegs.bandcamp.com
Top Tracks: Notebook, Light Blue,
Miracles, Come On Shawn
Ah Pet Legs. Pet Legs! I love you. And thank
you. Thank you for freeing me from the plight
of listening to Christmas music all year round.
Because before this RPM, the only tunes of
yours I knew was your Holiday music that I
heard through my friend Emily. And it was so
good that I would listen all year round. But
now I am free. And listening to this album is
as liberating and satisfying as the first swim
of summer. I’m on my back floating and
slowly moving my arms through some of the
best dream pop this city has ever offered.

LUKAS WALL’S PICKS
Family Video
Places to Sleep
familyvideo.bandcamp.com
It’s no small feat to record an album in a
month and that’s part of the reason Family

Video’s Places to Sleep is so
impressive. The record doesn’t
sound like an effort rushed to
meet a deadline, it’s got a warm
lo-fi charm that just floats along like
a lazy spring afternoon. Jen King’s voice sits
fantastically atop crunchy guitars and an
occasional synth pad, and the driving bass
and drums push the tunes along. Places to
Sleep is a choice record from this year’s RPM,
with the enveloping lazy rock grooves and
King’s introspective lyrics on life and love
making it worth a listen.

Lyubov Orlova
Surf Music for Shipwrecks
sslyubovorlova.bandcamp.com
Taking their name from the ill-fated Soviet
cruise ship that spent two years rusting away
in St. John’s harbour, Lyubov Orlova’s Surf
Music for Shipwrecks carries the theme of
doomed ships throughout its seven crushing
instrumental tracks. The trio have a powerful
post-rock sound with huge, driving drums
that set heavy grooves, while the guitar and
bass share duties carrying the melodies or
adding fuzzy textures. Through it all, the
record is equally as melodic as it is rocking
and heavy. Surf Music for Shipwrecks is a
2016 RPM standout that will be a favourite for
fans of Don Caballero or GY!BE.

White Hot Mess
All That Surrounds Us
whitehotmess.bandcamp.com
White Hot Mess’s 2016 RPM submission is
anything but a mess. The ten short tracks on
All That Surrounds Us are delicately crafted
electronic tunes that range from experimental
to flat out groovy. Equal parts ethereal and
rhythmic, the instrumental tracks have a brilliant
range of textures and sounds that create dense
soundscapes full of digital wiggles and warbles.
Despite the range of tones, the record plays well
from start to finish, making it a unique collection
of tracks among this year’s RPM crop.

CONGRATS TO ALL 113 RPM-ERS Adrian House / AE Bridger / Al Drysdale Alex Collins and the Accounting Dept. AM/FM Dreams / Armahain / Arn Smit / BAND OFF / Ben Jackson / Best Kind Blues Band / Bison Jerry / Black Auks /
Blind Bucket Baby / Call Off Your Masters / Calver / Cara Winsor Hehir + Neil Conway / Castabouts, The / Chad Pelley / Chance Placentia Junction / Chris Meyers and Kate Lahey / Concept, The / CrashJonesBand / DaddyTwofoot / Danielle
Smith / Deep Soul Skeets / DJ Curtis & Mark Dymond / Dumbwaiter / Dylan Rose / EB Reid (x2!) / Elephant & The Bubbler / Elling Lien / Emo Pope / Ethan Gough / Evelyn Jess / Family Video / Fantasy House / Fifteen Sixes / Foulies, The /
Gander Fire Department / Gary Lamkin / Gazelle / GOREFORGE / Got it On Tape / Grey Wails, The / Guilds / Gypsy water / Hal 9000 / Hashbrowns, The / Heather OKeefe / Holly Whalen / Hope It Sounds Good (Last Chance Noise Jam) / It
Could Be Franky / Jacob Critch / Jason Winsor / Jeff Foran / Jesef Monty Frost / Joel Tourout / Jon Barnes / Julia / Justin Strong / Laura Jean Fraser / Leisure Palace / Liam Collins / Lindsay Barron / Literary Sensation Iain McCurdy / Logy
Bay Groovers / Los Beatniko / Lyubov Orlova / Magnus Svensons, The / Maudite Incantation / Michael Dalton / Michael Hannaford / Mike Coffen / Mike Fardy / Mike Mosher / Mike Neville / Mimi Stockland / Mistwalker / Mitchell Spencer /
Monica Joyceina / Monica Walsh / MRA / Mt. Scio / NO CULTURE / Old Goat, The / Patrick Peori / P R O P E R T Y / Pallmar Elderidge / Personal Space Invaders / Pet Legs / Philip's Phonographical Phenomenon / Phyllis Hancock & Alicia Dean
/ Plaid Boys / Proper Things, The / Rhombus / Rich Kitsch / Scrambled Meggz / Shop Class / Shower Thoughts / Siddhartha / Skanes / Stray Sacks / Taylor Stocks / This is Terrible / Uwin / Weird GF / White Hot Mess / Witches Kiss / Wolf Kush
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EXCERPTS FROM

Editor’s Picks: 20 Standouts
from the 2016 RPM Challenge
Full Reviews of all
20 albums available online
at theovercast.ca

AM/FM DREAMS
IN THE SOFT CORNER
“... A plethora of instruments are employed
to create a plenitude of sounds, and like their
last 9 consecutive RPM efforts, this album is
one of the year’s best, and, most musically
varied offerings ....”
ARMAHAIN
BEING HUMAN
“ ... The vocals have been mixed in an
interesting way that washes them into the
fabric of the song itself, at the level of the
instrument, and it works in making a pop
sound more her own than typical synth-driven
indie pop ....”
ARN SMIT
ARN TONIGHT! FEATURING
SPECIAL GUESTS
“...This is an entertainment piece, showing
some diversity in its creator’s bag of tricks:
the comedian, the storyteller, the musician
with plenty of genre range ....”
CHRIS MEYERS & KATE LAHEY
THE ROOM THAT HELD YOU
IS STILL HERE
“ ... There’s an ache and a mood not only in
the songcrafting but in the recording method
of these songs – they’re paired better than
a Jeremy Charles dish. Simplicity shouldn’t
work this well – the bare songs need nothing
more than they already have ....”
THE HASHBROWNS
FAMILY DAY
“ ... As the album title implies, Family Day was
recorded by a family, ‘the world’s dorkiest
family in St. John’s.’ the kids’ uninhibited
creative enthusiasm brought something to the
songwriting process ...”

IT COULD BE FRANKY
YOUR FRIENDS DON’T BUY IT AT ALL
“ ... Her brand of modern indie-pop gold would
stand up to much of what you’d hear CBC’s
R3-30 pushing on you. It’s a solid pop album:
fun, inventive, playful, catchy, distinct, and
professionally produced ....”
JEFF FORAN
GALLANTRY IN MODERNE COURTSHIP
“ ... There’s a real Stephin Merritt thing (The
Magnetic Fields) going on here and it works.
Foran’s music is as old-timey as the album
title implies, and his songs are made more
original by being about things you haven’t
heard 100 times before ....”
JUSTIN STRONG
PEACE & UNDERSTANDING
“ ... If every year one RPM album takes the city
by storm, this year’s crowd favourite seems
to be Justin Strong’s Peace & Understanding.
(Somewhat ironic given track 4’s title “I don’t
wanna be scene.”) ...”
LAURA JEAN FRASER
GOOD GRIEF
“ ... There’s some really nice uke and guitar
playing on the album too, see songs like
“Sparkle” or “Folly,” it’s nice enough that the
songs don’t feel lacking in texture without
band backing ... this is a real gem and a terrific
sound ….”
LYUBOV ORLOVA
SURF MUSIC FOR SHIPWRECKS
“ ... The songs on this upbeat rocking
instrumental album are powerful and
musically impressive: check out the basslines
in track two alone ....”
MICHAEL HANNAFORD
YOU’RE UGLY AND YOUR MOTHER
DRESSES YOU FUNNY
“ ... the often-hilarious lyrics highlight the
mundanity of life, and the hickness of most of
mankind. It’s refreshing to hear songs about
something other than being in or out of love
... at its best moments, Hannaford’s album
conjures whatever Bill Callahan or Mark
Kozelek are drinking.”

MIKE COFFEN
TIME WALK
“ ... looking for some great, chill background
electronic music? Here you go ....”
NO CULTURE
RIVER POST MOTION
“ ...This is a big bold album, each song jampacked with tracks to build an orchestral,
haunting, and powerful batch of music using
instruments as obscure as a jew’s harp and
accordion in a genre outside their norm.
No two other songwriters could have come
together to create this ....”
PERSONAL SPACE INVADERS
ONE THING YOU CAN ALWAYS COUNT
ON IS YOUR FINGERS
“ .... Been missing that breed of 90’s music
Lou Barlow and that troop were making back
in the day? This’ll hook you up ....”
PET LEGS
RADIATION FOG
“ ... A strong cross-section of modern pop
sounds, alongside a great take on showgaze
... Pet Legs have their very own, well-nuanced
sound that crosses more musical barriers
than their Canadian contemporaries ....”
PLAID BOYS
SELF-TITLED
“ ... Don’t like Hip Hop, hey? Me either, but slap
on this batch of hot hip hop jams and you’ll
rethink the narrow-mindedness of that stance
... This album is way up at the top of the crop
for RPM 2016 .....”
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Local Artists
Lead the Pack
for 2016 ECMA
Nominations at
This Month’s Gala
Hey Rosetta!,
Jenn Grant, Amelia
Curran, and Fortunate
Ones have bagged the
most ECMA nominations
this year.
As you know, 3 of those names are
local. Hey Rosetta! lead the pack with
7 nominations. Amelia and Fortunate
Ones each have 5 as well.
Other local nominees include Duo
Concertante (classical), Quentin
Reddy (country), Chess Club
(electronic), Ouroboros (jazz), Jerry
Stamp (rock), Cabbages & Kings (loud
recording), Brianna Gosse (pop AND
rising star), Kat McLevey (rising
star), The Ennis Sisters (roots), Aaron
Collis & Duane Andrews (trad), The
Once (fan’s choice entertainer AND video),
and Everglow (fan’s choice video).

SHOP CLASS
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
“ ... They’ve managed to make a very fresh and
modern sound, quite unlike anything the city
is producing right now ... a solid effort that’ll
hopefully become more than a one-off RPM ....”

In the realm of Industry awards, Kilbride
Music is up for Manager of the Year, The
Overcast is up for Media Outlet of the
Year, The Blue Room is up for Studio of
the Year, and and Scott Hammond is up

JOEL TOUROUT
STREETS OF FEBRUARY NIGHTS
“ ... captures the sound of snowflakes falling
like drunk wasps under a streetlamp you’re
looking at with a headful of thoughts. These
Instrumentals blend moody guitar textures
and atypical key work to great effect ...”

for Studio Engineer of the Year.

WEIRD GF
PINEAPPLE CRUSH
“ ... A simple, bare album that employs
Caitlyn’s nice voice as a backing instrument
doing innovative things in the background of
its best songs ... tracks like ‘Trippin or Fallin’
draw comparison to innovators like Daniel
Johnston ....”

there will be performances all week

This year’s East Coast Music Week and
award gala will take place in Sydney,
from April 13-17, with the awards
show being broadcast live on the night
of the 14th. In addition to the awards,
long, including sets from locals like Kat
McLevey, The Monday Nights, Steve
Maloney, Everglow, Lady Brett Ashley,
Ouroboros, and Brianna Gosse.

Retail
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To check out the
goods and get completely
obsessed, check out Hawk
Vintage on Facebook

[she wanted] a studio, not a showplace.” She
began painting every day, and making jewelry
(some from the antiques themselves).
In her particular, articulate, candour she
explains, “I never knew who I was… And
that is what you are seeing on the site;
people I thought I might have been.”
Knowing now who she is (a wearer of jeans,
plain sweaters and Blundstones), and what
she wants (art, peace). The group was
created late one night and without realizing
how quickly it would grow.
Here is how it works: Whenever she has

Hawk Vintage
is a vintage and
antique online
shop

Get Hooked
on Hawk
Vintage

a spate of items with their prices: vintage
sewing patterns one night, Italian and West
German vases a few days later, vintage lots of
strawberry shortcake dolls, hand knit barbie

As I write this, I am flipping back and forth to

lives as she

the group page so as not to miss a post. Due

moved through

to her insomnia, many of the items for sale

school then adult life working various jobs,

are posted in the middle of the night and you

trying on various ways to be. But always

may wake up and check the site at 7am to find

collecting, always treasure hunting.

A week later, a whole collection of swiss dot

knew you had to have has been shamelessly

In her 20s, she realized she should be sharing

will go up. You comment if you want to buy

dibbs’ed by some other devotee. And you vow

her finds. And since then had held on to the

it (or try it) and she messages you to set up

to check in more regularly.

notion of having a shop, some day. In 2014,

a time. She does a semi-regular meet up

she opened up her home as a pop-up vintage

for purchase and try-ons at the Starbucks in

Started in early February, the group is a way

shop for a day. It went so well she operated

Chapters on Kenmount Rd.

for Barrett to finally shed a diverse collection

it for three weekends. And then, last fall, like

of beautiful objects, decades in the making.

“a road that had been gradually washed away

Interspersed between the sale posts are

The collection started when, at 9 years old,

underneath [and then] suddenly collapses”

playful homages to the loveliness of objects:

she was just done.

“Happy Wednesday!...leaving these creatures

that an antique chiffon bed jacket you never

BY EMILY DEMING

I want this piece to be as
beautiful as Andrea. As
wise and as vulnerable and
as intuitive about design,
line, material, and desire.
Andrea Louise Barrett is
the woman behind Hawk
Vintage, the virulently
addictive local Facebook
group set up as a vintage
and antique mobile shop.

time, she unpacks, photographs, and posts

she found a 1970’s Barbie pool at a yard
sale. She saw these things, discarded or
undervalued, and found she could always spot
the treasure amidst our ever increasing trash.

clothes the next afternoon. Sometimes she
posts teasers: a shot of a ruffle from some
perfectly preserved lilac vintage party dress.
tea dresses and hand stitched wedding gowns

wherever I stop today...maybe you'll find
Barrett has always identified as an artist, but

one!” under a collection of miniature Tetley

not exclusively. Now she realized she “wanted

Tea collectible ceramic figurines. One shown

to be just with the things [to] create art…

perched on a small ledge along the wall of

Sometimes literally, like the Holly Hobby

the Starbucks. Twice there has appeared a

sewing machine in perfect condition

sort of phantom shopping cart where she

on a trip to the Gambo dump with her

documents what she would have bought at a

Grandfather. Imbued with the dictate that

thrift shop if she was still collecting. She may

quality is everything, from her strong and

no longer be actively hunting treasures but

fashionable female relatives, she continued

she cannot resist handing us her maps and

gathering the physical art of everyday

bidding us warm breezes.
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What Yuk Yuk’s
Closure Means
for Local
Comedians
BY AMY STOODLEY

The day the laughter died.
Well, it’s not quite dead but
there are fewer chuckles in
St. John’s these days since
the city’s only comedy club
has shut down.
For more than six years Yuk Yuk’s was
the place to go for local stand up but
now, people will have to get their laughs
somewhere else. The company says
financial struggles led to the closure

Would Duane Andrews
Wear That?
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

RETRO GENTLEMAN PRINTS

This fabulous, discreetly checked blazer and
finely dotted shirt were the favourite of this
month’s offerings. Without hesitation Duane
responded ' I would DEFINITELY wear that.
“My style runs the gamut from Value Village
finds to James Bond looks, and this is a great
Newfoundland James Bond outfit.” Blazer and
shirt available at Byrons European Collections
For Men, as well as a tonne of other neat retro
prints for spring, whenever it comes.

FANCY HATS

WM. L. Chafe and Son has a pretty deadly hat
selection, and with so many to choose from
it was hard to pick just one. This burgundy
number combines the usefulness of shade
from the sun with much more panache than
your usual ball cap. Plus the lovely pop of
colour, bringing your outfit to a whole new
level of cool. This can compliment a suit,
or give jeans and a tee shirt a slicker but
effortless look.
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of its St. John’s franchise. It’s a big
disappointment for local funny folks
who got their start at the stand up club.
Now, they’re searching for new venues.
Stand up comedians like Nicole Downton
say performing at Yuk Yuks was a great
career booster. “Yuk Yuk’s is a name that
is instantly recognizable to comedy fans
everywhere. It was fun to be able to say
that I was performing at Yuk Yuk’s.”

where we are or where we hope to be.
But the demand for a specific venue for
stand up comedy is very much present in
St. John’s.”

Downton says without a designated venue,

going anywhere,“ Downton says. “There

comedians will have to work harder to get

are weekly comedy shows at The Levee

laughs. “Yuk Yuk’s was something to aim

Wednesdays at 9:30pm, and at Trapper

for. Getting booked for a weekend there

John’s Thursdays 9pm. Hopefully more

meant something! Being on an island, so

rooms will pop up, or even one off shows

separated from the rest of the country,

anywhere that will have us.”
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She hopes Yuk Yuk’s will eventually
reopen in St.John’s but, in the meantime
local comedians will have to be creative.
“We’ll continue to do comedy. Without
a doubt, local comedy is alive and not

they really gave us that shot at being seen
by comics and higher ups that could help

very in-demand thing. Amateur comedy

Newfoundlanders and Labradoreans are
funny people. They like a good laugh and
Downton says that’s not about to change.
“We may have to work harder to set up
new relationships with bar and venue
owners and to book our own shows, but

is, too, I mean, it’s how we’ve all gotten to

this is merely an obstacle, not a set back.”

us further our comedy careers.”
Downton says St.John’s needs a space for
comedy. ”Professional comedy here is a

Four mens trends. One local man. A frank discussion
about style, wearability, and fun. This month I chat
with award-winning musician Duane Andrews
about some hot spring trends.

Find fun duffels
at Ballistic or
online at herschel
supply.ca

COLOURFUL SPRING OUTERWEAR
Spring has a bit of a different meaning here
than in most places. Wind and rain are better
than snow, so we want desperately to get
outside, but still need gear for it. The neon
'firefly green' gore tex jacket from Outfitters
was a great excursion piece, Duane figured,
great for hikes around the bay or boat trips.
“Anything where you would need to pack a
good rain jacket.”

FLORAL PRINTS

Duane was really into this trend, owning
many floral shirts, it turns out. He loved
the print on this bag from Ballistic, but
would prefer it in a backpack style for
improved functionality. As a touring
musician, this matters.

The Arts
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Acclaimed
Director
Sophie Deraspe
Discusses Her
Film Les Loups
BY EVA CROCKER

The St. John’s International
Women’s Film Festival
and Rocket Bakery are
co-presenting a special
screening of Les Loups with
an introduction by multiaward winning director
Sophie Deraspe and a Q&A
after the film, on April 1st at
Rocket Bakery.
Les Loups is about a young woman named
Elie (played by Évelyne Brochu of Orphan
Black) who arrives in a small fishing town
whose livelihood has been jeopardized by
anti-sealing activists and journalists. She
struggles to become a part of a community
who have become weary of outsiders without
revealing the secrets that brought her to the
isolated town in the Îles de la Madeleine.
Les Loups is one of two incredibly successful
feature length films Deraspe directed in
2015. She visited St. John’s this fall when
her documentary The Amina Profile, which
premiered at Sundance 2015, showed at
SJIWFF. Les Loups recently showed and won
prizes at both The Whistler Film Festival and
The Torino Film Festival in Italy.

For the full
interview, visit
theovercast.ca

Although they are very different stories
The Amina Profile and Les Loups both
look at what it means when an outsider
tries to integrate themselves into
threatened communities with very distinct
identities. What made you want to explore
that narrative?
Quite often as an artist, things come to me
or go through me without me deciding. I
didn’t consciously address the question
of an outsider trying to integrate but as a
filmmaker I love to unveil the codes of specific
communities. So in Les Loups I did that via the
character of an outsider trying to integrate into
the community of a remote and isolated island.
In Les Loups, the livelihood of the
small sealing community that the
film’s protagonist arrives in has been
jeopardized by reporters who negatively
portray the seal hunt. In The Amina
Profile, Sandra Bagaria struggles with
the aftermath of her love life becoming
the focus of an international news story.
In both films journalism is a prying force
that can’t be deflected by individuals who
do not want to be its focus, what made
you want to tell the stories of people who
are unwillingly scrutinized by the media?
Like with the previous question, I didn’t
consciously choose to tell the stories of
people who are unwillingly scrutinized by
the media, but I do have something to say
about it. Often, the media only gives us one
perspective and most stories deserve more
than one angle. The media wants to sell news
and it wants to sell its own truth.
It’s not the main focus of Les Loups, but I am
interested in the way the seal hunt has been
depicted as something other than what it is.
I’m not saying these portrayals are completely
false but they are not the whole truth. I like to
offer an audience different angles.

Bees,
Blooms, and
the “Nature”
of Design
at the Craft
Council
Gallery
BY MARY MACDONALD

When we talk about
contemporary craft we
often talk about the
physical – materials,
process, and function
that is then fused with
an accompanying idea.
Sometimes these works
of art are useful as they
are beautiful, unique, or
extraordinary.
Indeed the very word “craft” implies a
handiness first and foremost, a learned
technique where tactile knowledges trump
art that starts from more conceptual

shades are a clever incorporation of natural
form and function.
Davis’s work on the other hand reads more
as a series of traditional art objects though
they too have lighted elements (Amber
Fragments series for example). These
works are much heavier hand sculpted
stone-ware that feature cast amber glass
of various flowers, insects, and honeycomb.
The exhibition’s accompanying text
describes that “the work was conceived
from the idea that all things in nature
beautifully exist with function and purpose.”
Putting my academic philosophical hat
aside and my knee-jerk reaction to the
concept of a universal beauty, I can
get on board with this concept from an
evolutionary point of view.
Certainly there are astounding patterns to
be seen in nature and a fascinating history
of design and architecture that mimics its
forms. This seems to me where the works
in The Nature of Elegance work best.
Shirran’s Fibonacci centerpiece presents
this idea perfectly.
4ShirranFrom a technical perspective the
ceramics in this show are on point. Where
some of the exhibition falls short is in a
few of the installation details, the choice of
heavy gauge wire or how some nails, glue,
and battery packs are visible. And though I
may be too rational a viewer to appreciate
some of the exhibition’s more emotional
language, I applaud the Craft Council Gallery
for blurring those definitions of art and craft
within The Nature of Elegance.

beginnings or academic perspectives.
Of course this is all just a starting place to
understand the difference between art and
craft historically, for many works exist in
both seemingly opposed worlds or none at
all. This month at the Craft Council Gallery a
new exhibition The Nature of Elegance is on
view with ceramic works by St. John’s based
artist Wendy Shirran and Halifax’s Miro Davis.
The exhibition features a variety of pieces that
operate both functionally and conceptually.
Shirran’s most successful pieces
include Umbrellas a series of 15 ochraceous
porcelain vessels that play upon an inverted
mushroom form and Veiled Lades, a series
of hanging pendant lights whose spongy

This is a thoughtful exhibition on nature
and the nature of design and material as it
operates within these artists’ practices. The
Nature of Elegance is on view at the Craft
Council Gallery, 59 Duckworth Street,
until April 16.

PHOTO: MARY MACDONALD
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Entrepreneur NL
New TV series
highlights small
business on
The Rock
BY MARK HOFFE

What compels some people
to become entrepreneurs?
Why do these people forgo the
security of a salary to chase
entrepreneurial success? How
hard is it to be your own boss?
The answers are as varied as the small
business owners who appear in Entrepreneur
NL, a new television series from creator and
producer Donny Love of Big Jib Productions.
“After seeing so many local businesses close
over the years due to competition from big
box stores, I felt strongly about supporting
local businesses,” says Love. “My show is a
platform to showcase young entrepreneurs
and to promote buying local.”
Love also credits his personal struggles
as a source of inspiration for the show’s

help make this city great,” says Don-E Coady,

teaching when I was 17 and I’ve always had

That spirit of recognizing opportunities lies at

Creative Director at the full-service marketing

a passion for it,” says Evans. “The reward in

the heart of Kim Paddon’s story. After studying

agency Dc Design House. “I’m nervous for

working with children and adults in fostering

graphic design, she moved home due to family

people to see the show because I’m not exactly

their growth to find their own artistry and

illness and discovered a store for sale. It wasn’t

a laid back personality type. I get mad. I get

voice is really a magical thing to experience!”

long before the papers were signed and Paddon

sad. I get intense. But I get shit done, and I do

opened Whink, her art and jewelry boutique

it with some of the best people you’ll meet in

Perhaps J.P. Morrissey’s story is the most

on Water Street. “This show is an amazing

this amazing province. I promise laughs and

bittersweet. Although he plans to expand

opportunity to show Newfoundlanders and

interesting, vulnerable situations, no doubt.”

his Eat Clean Healthy Grill and Juice

Labradorians what Whink is all about,” says

franchise out west, the downtown St. John’s

Paddon. “But more importantly, it gives

success with George Street TV, Love found

Kelly-Ann Evans reveals the various hats she

location recently closed down. Despite that,

viewers a sneak peak on what it’s like to be a

himself lost and broke. After a string of small

wears – both on and off stage – as Owner of

Morrissey remains a strong believer in local

young entrepreneur on The Rock.”

business ventures failed, he returned to his

City Performance Academy and Red Dress

small business and plans to open a new St.

entertainment roots and founded Big Jib

Entertainment and Co-Artistic Director of

John’s location next year. “Get behind local

Director and editor Roger Maunder agrees,

Productions. “At this point in my life, failure

the not-for-profit Theatre of St. John’s. “My

businesses here now more than ever,” says

and promises lots of drama across all six

isn’t an option,” says Love. “I tried just about

business is a little bit different in that I am

Morrissey. “It’s time to support local more

episodes. “There’s a lot going on right now in

anything and everything to get to this point. I

the business in a weird way,” says Evans. “As

than some big empty franchise." Morrissey

the business community and this will show

a musician, actor, entertainer and producer,

also hopes the audience will be inspired by

how these entrepreneurs are doing their part

I am self-employed, but I also run a small

his determination and championing of healthy

to contribute to the fabric of the city,” says

business to teach children.”

food choices.

Maunder. “These guys are hip, cool business

which promises a candid and dramatic look at

Evans purchased the former Rock City School

“I think the overall message I was trying to get

their personal and professional lives.

in 2012 and rebranded it as City Performance

out there was we need to value our health by

“I agreed to be on the show because I think

Academy. Here students indulge in their

controlling what’s on our plate a little more. If

Entrepreneur NL launches April 3rd on

that people would be very surprised at how

passion for music and performance under

you got an idea, the time is now, because you

NTV at 4:30 PM Newfoundland time,

many interesting projects we’re a part of that

Evans’ professional guidance.“I started

ain’t guaranteed tomorrow.”

4:00 PM in Labrador.

concept. Following 48 episodes of comedic

am now fearless.”
Fearless is an apt adjective to describe the

folks making their way and accomplishing

small business stars of Entrepreneur NL,

their goals.”
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Why MUN
Dropped “Arts”
from Faculty
of Arts

Calling it the
make money.
Faculty
of Arts was
That requires
misleading if you
convincing kids
look at what MUN’s
their expensive
former Faculty of
Arts offered.
degrees are
gonna be worth it,
since we all know how
tainted the term “arts degree” is now.  

A Brief
Eco-Culinary
Encyclopedia
of Hares

Henceforth, the former

Dean Dr. Phillips says the rebranding is
about being adaptive. A press release cites
an iPolitics story that “called for Canadian
universities to bolster humanities and social
sciences education in order to compete
in a 21st century economy,” as well as a
piece in Business Council of Canada, that
says “humanities and social science graduates
boast broad and adaptable skill sets that are
of great value regardless of sudden swings in
the economy.”

BY BADGE

Faculty of Arts will be the
“Faculty of Humanities
and Social Sciences” to
better reflect the bulk of
its course offerings. The
official rebranding will be
complete by September, and
the associated costs are said
to be minimal. The building
itself, and its room numbers,
will remain unchanged.
In a society who seldom read more than a
headline these days, the initial news stirred
outrage at the notion implying Arts is a bad
word in terms of academic study or future
employability, but the faculty stood strong
that calling it the “Faculty of Arts” was
misleading if you look at what MUN’s former
“Faculty of Arts” offered: it’s all languages
(French, Spanish, etc), linguistics, religion,
politics, history, philosophy, sociology,
anthropology, etc.
The only real “Arts degree” there is English.
There is no fine arts, visual arts, no
performing arts like theatre or film. And
English is just the study of humanity, so it
does fit neatly under the new banner.
It was the Arts Faculty itself who voted for the
name change, 43-12. Brendon Dixon spoke
for faculty students in saying, “As an arts
representative on MUNSU, I have spoken to
many students [who] are excited about the
change as it better defines what they study.”
The new name also sounds classier, which
will help dodge student wariness of “But will
I get a job with an arts degree?” These days
universities are businesses, not institutes
of higher learning, and businesses have to

Part of the rebranding was prompted by
lowering enrollment in the faculty of Arts.
So the rebranding could imply or assume
enrollment is down because no one wants to
study The Arts. But maybe enrollment is down
because their arts degrees could use some
revitalization?

Though native to Labrador,
Newfoundland’s snowshoe
hares were introduced
in 1860 as a small game
species. For the first 15
years the species was
entirely protected from
hunting to allow the
species to establish healthy
population.
The first hunt ran in 1879 and was open
season (no bagging limit) for about half of
the year. This remained unchanged until

The department of English could re-evaluate

1997 when the limit was set to 40 per day,

its fixation on classic literature which many

which still stands.

modern students feel they can no longer
relate to — we live in a different world with

1.5 million rabbits are consumed in the

different struggles now, hell, we doth not even

province annually. Snowshoe hares yield

speaketh like Shakespeare anymore. They

litters of 1 to 8 kits up to 3 times a year.

have, for example, been amping up MUN’s

These kits reach independence in as little

creative writing program — a great move. St.

as three weeks. “Breeding like rabbits” is

John’s is the country’s literary goldmine, full

not a meaningless phrase.

of authors whom students would literally pay
to study under. They also have a professional

Snowshoe hares, instead of burrowing, nest

writing program now.

in aboveground dips in elevation protected
from the wind. To access food, hares travel

Maybe offer some fine arts degrees to

along familiar beaten paths to conserve

siphon in some of the students heading off

energy in the depths of winter snow. These

the NSCAD every year. The movie industry

“bunny trails” are tell-tale signs.

snare overnight and consequently freezing
or starving. Avoiding this requires proper
setting and checking of the trap. Snares
improperly tied can come loose from the
trap and slowly choke the animal. Failure
to check snares daily could result in a living
rabbit, improperly snared, still fighting in
the trap for a prolonged amount of time.
This is a very sad experience.
Essentially all of reported hunting of hares
takes place for personal consumption. In the
cases of past commercial hunts, “canned”
rabbit sales consumed as many as 250,000
animals per year. The provincial hunt
climaxed in 1992 (at 2 million animals) and
numbers having since then declined to one
year’s low at 82,000. The average small game
licence holder bags 32 animals per year.
Preparing these animals is a great
introduction of game preparation. It can
literally be done by hand. The animals
hide is very easily removed with a few
incisions near the anus and will literally
peel away. The kidneys, heart, and liver
are all great additions to a rabbit dish.
My grandmother personally feels that the
head is the “best part.”
Rabbit is hard to cook well, yet extremely
versatile. The high percentage of wellexercised fast-twitch muscle fibres makes
the meat exceptionally tough and the
size of the animals can make deboning a
tedious exercise.
With mine this year, I parboiled the meat in
salted water. Then I sautéed until brown in
butter, removed the pieces, deglazed the
pan with red wine, reduced, added more
butter and dark chocolate, then served with
almonds and raisins. Shout out to Mike
Coffen for the idea.
In Thomas Keller’s The French Laundry

is booming here, its next generation needs
some training. Or to be fair, why fix what isn’t

Snares are prepared by felling a small tree.

he tells of how his first experience killing

broken: there’s always CNA and Grenfell for

The tree is limbed in a section that is placed

and preparing rabbits made his realize

some of the stuff missing at MUN’s Arts/

over the width of the trail. The sides of the

the extreme importance of using animal

Humanities faculty. Humanities and Social

path are then lined with sticks to narrow

ingredients to their

Sciences is indeed a more accurate name for

the possible path and ensure the animal

fullest potential and

the faculty, and the degrees they offer are

moves through the trap. A snare is then

never wasting them.

taught well, yet so many of us are taking it

tied and placed over the opening in the trap.

Waste is massive
disrespect to life

as a slight to The Arts. A knee jerk reaction
for us North Americans, given the values our

It is imperative that the hunter avoids the

itself. Just let that

countries place in them.

risk of the rabbit becoming trapped in the

stew with you.
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How You Land the Kinds of Jobs
No One Even Knows How You Land
Kate Titterington:
DogSledder By Winter;
Wildfire Fighter by Summer
What does being a dogsled
guide and handler look like?
A woman playing in snow
with a pack of amazing
huskies? Yes and no, it’s
actually quite regimented.
“There’s a schedule: 08:30 
10:00 is breakfast time for
the dogs.”
After feeding them, and cleaning up after
them, it’s time to bring two at a time “ones
that play well together” into a pen so they
run free for a while. Some of the dogs are
“Iditarod champions,” others have just
returned from races in Alaska and Yukon.
“It’s important to keep on top of the overall
well being of the dog, mind and body.”
This involves going to a “meat shed” and
using an axe to cut up raw meat or fish from
the local butcher for the Eskimo dogs, and
making some soup for the Alaskan dogs.
“We practice what we preach, buy local.”
How does one land such a job? In Kate’s
case, by going to the only woman on the
island who was doing it. “I had a little cabin
fever from not knowing what to be at in the
winter so I Googled ‘dog sledding jobs.’”
Through Google, she learned about Elaine
Pinard: a woman living in a remote pocket
of Gros Morne.
She went to visit the woman. Talk with her.
“I ended up working for Elaine for three
months. I was in a fog with what I was
getting into with Elaine. She lived in a cabin
she had built with scraps from the local
junk yard. There was no electricity and no

running water, just a wood stove and 30
Siberian Huskies.”
Kate is currently switching gears to fight
wildfires all summer. She’s done so in many
far flung remote places, including the Yukon
and small First Nations communities. This
summer she’s in Northern Ontario.
“It’s kind of a family tradition, as funny as
that sounds. My older brother started when
he went away to University, it was good
money and it paid the school fees. I started
when I went to University for the exact same
reason, but now he and I are in it for the long
haul. Our little brother will be starting next
year, so that’ll be a laugh I’m sure.”
“As a Type 1 Wildland Firefighter, you are
the first onscene at a wildfire, and deployed
to all types of situations, regardless of the
state of control or the fire class intensity.
We are used in the most hazardous or
complex conditions involving steep, and
difficult terrain, and extreme fire behaviour,
but we receive extensive training every year
and must be fully capable of demonstrating
it. We all must also meet the national
physical fitness (WFXFit) requirement,
which is easily the worst day of my life,
every year!”
When asked for a memorable story, Kate
says she was in North West Territories one
time, fighting a fire in Wood Buffalo National
Park. They’d put the fire out, thought the
danger was over. “We were all talking,
waiting to be picked up by the helicopter,
when I felt something warm on my left
cheek, I turn my head, as this huge Bison is
staring LITERALLY into my eyes. The bison,
however, was just as freaked as I was. Her
eyes got spacey and she galloped away into
the Poplar tree stand.”

Rethinking
Re-incarceration:
More Local
Women Are Being
Jailed Than Ever
and It’s a Waste
of Money
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facility to allow the women their own space,
washrooms, kitchenette, etc.
If, for the first time ever, we’re constructing
prison overflow facilities for Clarenville’s
prison, than something in our system
isn’t working. Jenny Wright, the executive
director of the St. John's Status of Women
Council, says overcrowding at the Clarenville
Correctional Centre is the result of a serious
and seriously ignored addiction problem
in the province, which is resulting in petty
crimes, and, avoidable re-offences. We lack
the services needed to get them the help they
need. If we could lower addiction, we could

BY CHAD PELLEY

lower drug-related petty crime.
It’s that simple: if someone is committing

There are more women

a crime to score drugs, cure the addiction

incarcerated at the

and you cull the crime. And yet this modern,
educated view is met with resistance from a

Clarenville Correctional

lot of people who roll their eyes at the notion

Centre this year than

of footing the bill for treating addicts – why

ever before. In fact, it’s so

should their problems be our burden? If

overcrowded that 14 women
have been transferred to the
historically all-male prison
in St. John’s for a “temporary
holdover” of “hopefully one
to two months.”

you’re one of them, look at it this way: it’s not
about empathy, it’s about the bottom line. If
we don’t treat addicts who’d commit a crime
to score drugs, they’ll become criminals
whose jailtime is funded by your tax dollars.
The more prisoners in our prisons, the more
of your tax dollars go to jails, of all places.
Wouldn’t you rather your tax dollars fund

Concerns about the obvious male-female

addiction services, to create a healthier

blending dilemma have been alleviated –

province, with less petty crime? Consider

there’s a total separation of male and female

also the fact that, in the long run, addiction

inmates – the real question has been this:

treatment for a person is quicker and cheaper

why are so many women being incarcerated,

than incarceration. Not to mention a more

if crime rates aren’t increasing in proportion?

direct solution.

Part of the answer is that reoffenders are
going right back to the jail they were released

Why we’re all just crossing our fingers and

from. Jails, as we run them here, do nothing

hoping the overcrowded jail is a temporary

to change how a prisoner acts in society upon

issue is in fact baffling, and certainly, denial

their release. If we do nothing to help them

is the Newfoundland way. We still think the

reintegrate with the world, we’re just going

oil money will always be there. Or council will

to keep footing the bill for their jail time

come around on budget 2016.

upon their re-incarceration.
And now, with women being
sent from Clarenville’s jail to
the HMP in St. John’s, there
will be a new cost associated
with the overcrowding:
renovations have already
begun at the intermittent

“It doesn’t have to be
about empathy, it can be
about the bottom line:
if we don’t treat addicts
who’d commit a crime
to score drugs, their
re-incarceration will be
funded by your tax
dollars.”

We citizens need to stand
up and push for change.
It’s our tax money the
province operates on,
after all, whether they’re
investing that in jails or
addiction services is
up to us voters.
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Let’s
See Less
Seymour
Local Women
Submit Stories
of Times
They’ve Been
Marginalized in
the Workplace

only difference seemed to be how our boss

going well it must be because

viewed a male being assertive versus a

they keep their wife "in line."

female being assertive: I was frank and she

These are genuinely seen as

was emotional?

compliments. I guarantee if

“I'm in my 30s, married, and work in a

you were to [ask] previous

professional field. One day while having lunch

coworkers and employers,

with a male co-worker in the cafeteria of a

they would perceive their

government building we ran into a current

workplaces as respecting

Cabinet minister who called me "Duckie"

gender merely by virtue

Brenda Seymour incident
blow over as if that sort of
thing is uncommon, and in

had to interact with in
meetings and for different

looks and comments, but even more with

my observations over my past 10 working

how he disrespected my work space and

years, the majority of men I've worked

personal space. I recall one time when he

with have made joking or marginalizing

barged into my office unannounced while

comments about women and generally see

I was meeting with someone, interrupting

equality in the workplace as a matter of

me for some clerical question regarding

compliance.” — ANON

dropping off mail for another man in the

“In the music industry, there are big
differences in the way men and women
are treated. I once had a recording gig with
several other men and while the engineer
called each one of them by their names I was
offered comments on my appearance. It might
it's an effective way of dismissing someone's
primarily "pretty to look at." Later he tried to
add me to Facebook and I was disgusted at
the thought of him going through my pictures.
Nothing about it felt professional. I remember
thinking, I'm here to do the same job as
everyone else and I deserve the same respect

“I'm a male who lives and works
predominantly with women, but my unique

projects which overlapped,
made me very uncomfortable with

office (as if I was his secretary or receptionist,

addressed throughout as "Gorgeous," and

The Overcast is running a

based on their gender.

quite a co-worker
but who I sometimes

up when women are in the room. Based on

Now I would.” — ANON

marginalized in the workplace

A man, who wasn't

their keen ability to shut

change perpetrators’ ways,

overt ways people have been

young and a woman.

there be a woman in the workplace?”— ANON

of being called by my name. But I didn't say it.

May about the subtle and

belittled for being both

employing women and

hopes that enlightenment can

3-part series March through

early 20s, I felt routinely

girlfriend...because in 2016 why else would

talents and marginalizing them as being

In the hopes of not seeing the

“When I started my
career, my first boss asked
me to marry him or sleep
with him pretty routinely.
He was a bit unhinged and
I routinely told him to stop
speaking to me, get
out of my office.”

and then asked my co-worker if I was his

seem like an innocent thing to do, but really
PART 2 OF 3

office environment in my

when really we were peers and I had no role
“Being treated as a secretary/assistant by

in assisting) and went so far as to put his

your male boss even though your male

hand on my back while I sat at my desk. I

co-workers could help with those tasks,

felt routinely uncomfortable, as if I had to

being expected to do all the "women" roles

apologize for daring to be a woman, 23, and

around the office - making the coffee,

in this role. It was this routine undermining

organizing parties/events, cleaning up, etc.,

of my autonomy and personal space, and

having to be "nice," because if you're not

ageist disrespect of me as a peer, which was

nice, then you're a bitch. The most shocking

overtly gendered but not always explicitly

thing I experienced: when I got a new boss

"sexual," which led me to promote using

and he asked me about a female co-worker.

the term "workplace gender harassment" to

When I tried to politely explain that we

more inclusively describe the belittling, often

didn't get along well (she was well known

rather subtle, behaviour women deal with

in the office for lying and manipulating),

every day.” — ZAREN

he simply said "I've worked with women
before." I was so shocked and disappointed,
I didn't know how to respond. He had only

“When I started my career, my first boss

worked there for a couple of weeks but I

asked me to marry him or sleep with him

In various workplaces and different

already knew it was going to be an uphill

pretty routinely. He was a bit unhinged

industries I've witnessed rampant sexism

battle for respect.” — ANON

and I routinely told him to stop speaking

technical background regularly places me
among older white, male trade-workers.

and prejudice of all kinds, mostly in this

to me, get out of my office, or go get help.

province. Comments about women happen

I was with government then and thought

It’s clear from internet comments that

mostly when they aren't around, out of

“My boss and a colleague joked, in front of

it very unlikely he would retaliate or that

a portion of the province can’t see the

some bizarre form of 'respect.' Older

me, about taking me in the woods behind

government wouldn't back me if he did.

difference between “having a little fun at

men (60+) seem to say more comments

where we were working and gang-raping

Twenty three years later, in a new job in the

work,” or “being a jovial Newfoundlander,”

about gender and are more likely to say a

me. I feel like I don't need to say much more

private sector, my boss started putting his

harassing comment directly to a woman.

than that.” — HOPE

hands on the small of my back when I was

and belittling a woman in the workplace.

entering a room. It enraged me, way more

In a normal day-to-day situation, defined

than the unhinged guy. But having moved

As an example: I once made the same point

gender roles are the most common form of

as a female co-worker to our boss; we’d both

discussion – I’ve had countless comments

“In my experience, as a woman under 30

from the public service to private industry,

sent our boss roughly the same email and

about my wife’s success in keeping a good

who has already worked in several different

I no longer had the confidence that my job

my co-worker was told she was being too

home because I bring well-prepared meals

fields and workplaces, sexism almost always

would be safe if I said something. Touch is

emotional; minutes later, I was commended

(often my own). Similar comments go on

intersects with ageism. In my early 20s, this

very powerful and so not okay for people in

for being a frank, straight-shooter. The

about others partners, that if something is

was especially apparent. In one professional

positions of power to use.” — ANON
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TAKE Dane Woodland’s Transition
AS A Local Education in Gender Dysphoria
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I preoccupied with every glimpse of myself
when I am near a reflective surface. I am
more motivated to pursue my ambitions, take
better care of myself, and help others when
I can. The efforts I make to love myself are
no longer met with gender dysphoria’s harsh
rebuttal of dismissal and insecurity.”
ACCOMMODATING THESE SURGERIES

was feeling very anxious
and self-conscious about his
appearance. He was a MUN
student bartending on the
weekends, who couldn’t look
himself in the mirror without
feeling uncomfortable,
alienated, wrong. So much so,
he’d tape a binder under his
shirt to conceal his breasts.
This year, he found the time and resolve to
change how he was feeling: he recently had
a “top surgery” in Ontario, meaning a double
mastectomy, and chest sculpting operation
to help him better identify as a male. He has
since had his gender changed from female to
male on his birth certificate.
GRAPPLING WITH GENDER DYSPHORIA
Gender dysphoria refers to a person feeling
incompatible and uncomfortable with their
birth-designated gender, and for those like
Dane, gender dysphoria is real and crippling.
The identity disassociation causes measurable
stress and discomfort.
Prior to undergoing bilateral male chest
reconstruction, Dane’s life was preoccupied
with doing anything he could to look less
female. “Although this may sound like the
typical experience of someone who simply
doesn’t know what to wear,” Dane says, “it
is not the same. Many times, it lead to the
decision to return to bed and stay at home,
feeling defeated.”
Like an overwhelming tic, he’d spend his days
preoccupied, tugging his shirt away from
his chest, adjusting his shoulders, adopting
postures, anything, to mask the body of which

he was ashamed. “I was anxious, I was unable
to relax and be myself, and much of the time,
I was too focused on my own self-loathing to
pay attention to much else.”

counseling services to committing
suicide. Aside from the distress that many
transgender people experience from external
sources, the relationship an individual has
with oneself can also be quite harmful.”

He acknowledges that the importance of
physical change varies from person to person,
but for him, “not all of my dysphoria could be
cured by learning to love myself, which is why
I opted for top surgery.”
FEAR OF PERSECUTION,
OF NEW PLACES AND PEOPLE
For a lot of transgender people, there is a fear of
persecution if they’re outed. “I have found myself
on high alert in social settings, wondering if I’m
going to be ‘outed’ at any point; wondering if
people may be having private conversations in
which they are mocking me, and, wondering if
my safety is at risk.”
And as Dane adds, “there’s fear in meeting
new people, going to unfamiliar places,
and many things that are most often taken
for granted by cisgender people are major
stressors for those of us who are gender
diverse. Even access to different public
services causes distress for transgender
folk.” Is someone going to get contentious
of the bathroom Dane chooses between
male and female washrooms? “These layers
of stress can compound and have serious
consequences for transgender people. From
being unemployed or underemployed, from
underperforming in academics to dropping
out of school, from seeking professional

ARE THESE SURGERIES COSMETIC
OR NECESSARY
The topic of whether surgeries like Dane’s
should be deemed cosmetic, or, be
government funded, cause an uproar online
when discussed. For his own surgery, Dane
opted to avoid the typically-five-year waitlist
and go to a private clinic in Ontario for his
surgery. It cost roughly $8,000 not including
travel costs. He raised the funds himself,
through a Go Fund Me page.

IS ARGUABLY LESS OF A STRAIN ON
THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM THAN NOT
ACCOMMODATING THEM
When the news of Dane’s top surgery broke
on CBC this year, some pretty deflating and
transphobic comments were made about
Dane’s decision, and how these commenter’s
children shouldn’t have to hear “people like
Dane” advocating for and raising awareness
about transgender struggles. It seems some
people would rather their children quietly
agonize with the struggles Dane has liberated
himself from. “Although there tends to be a
focus on how much we could end up spending
to cover surgeries for transgender people,
we often forget how much we are spending
to treat the distress of those who are seeking
surgery but cannot afford it. Visits to the

“Every aspect of my life has improved – in fact,
I sometimes catch myself smiling at what I
see, which is a totally foreign experience! I
feel more confident, my posture is better, my
mood is better. In short, everything is better.
Although top surgery may not be the ultimate
treatment for those coping with gender
dysphoria, for me, it was just what I needed to
move on and focus on other things.”
“I have had conversations with people
who have expressed that my desire for
reconstructive surgery was purely cosmetic.
Those conversations were extremely harmful.
It hurt like heck to think that someone would
minimize my needs so much. That said,
I recognize that many of these attitudes
are formed in places that lack education.
People are only just beginning to learn
about gender diversity, and it is incredibly
tough to understand a pain that you haven’t
experienced, or to which you cannot relate.”
He says those who are around him on a
regular basis “continue to remark that my
surgery has made such a huge difference in
my demeanour. I am no longer exhausted by
simply attempting to dress myself, nor am

emergency room, medications, and sessions
with various professionals all cost money, and
they all take up time.”
“In a mental health system that is already
strapped, how do we justify forcing
transgender people to wait until they can
provide exorbitant amounts of money?” As
he says, the time during which a transgender
person is awaiting surgery is the time during
which they are most likely to commit suicide,
and the rates are alarmingly high.
The cost of mental health intervention takes
up a part of our budget, too. “Whether we
support funding for surgery or not, we
are paying money for the treatment of
transgender people, but we are not providing
the best and most efficient methods of
treatment.” Why fund the side effect – anxiety,
depression, therapy – instead of the cure:
transition surgeries? “Beyond that, the
successful treatment of gender dysphoria
allows that person to move on with their
life so that they can pursue their ambitions
and further their contribution to society.
Transgender people are tax payers, too!”

PHOTO: SUBMITTED BY DANE WOODLAND

A year ago, Dane Woodland
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Gallery 24 +The Overcast = A Merge Made in Heaven
The Overcast has big plans

and advocacy led her to sit on the Board

offering them a wider audience. It also

this year, and it's first new

of Directors for Visual Artists of NL these

provides local art lovers with easy access to

ITS FOUNDING VISION
WILL REMAIN 20/20

last three years, and become the provincial

relatively affordable art.

Winter says she found she had been

venture is our exciting

affiliate of CARFAC National. She has also

partnership with Gallery

served on various exhibition, grant, and

Last year, thousands of locals voted at the

didn’t seem to have a place commercially

award juries, is a member of the NL Craft

polls for The Overcast’s “Best of St. John’s”

in the city: the content was a little more

24, who said yes to a merge

Council, the artist-run Eastern Edge Gallery,

issue. Gallery 24 took first place as “Best

non-traditional or they were emerging and

after Hillary closed the

and served as an Art Editor for Riddle

Thing to Happen in Visual Arts This Year.” An

were unsure of how to break into the market.

Fence magazine. Hillary holds a Bachelor

enthused demographic or two also rallied up

Gallery's physical space on

I also found a lot of new art buyers were

of Fine Arts from Memorial University; after

enough votes to crown Gallery 24 as the “Best

looking to outfit their homes and collect

Casey Street last month.

receiving her degree, she founded a not-for-

Art Gallery in Town.” Over the course of the

some original and/or local work but couldn’t

We're both looking forward

profit artists' collective called Pick-Me-Up,

last year, Gallery 24 held more than 10 group

afford the price tags at the larger galleries.”

where she was President and chaired the

and solo exhibitions in their former physical

to Gallery 24's new vision of

Board of Directors. Pick-Me-Up was a 20+

space on Casey Street. In addition, Hillary

And so Gallery 24 was born. Winter’s first four

expanding its horizons and

member Artists' Collective that boasted

created a slick and easy to use website that

artists were Jennah Turpin, Candace Fulford,

multiple group shows across the province,

allows people to buy prints of the originals

Kathy Oke, and Benjamin Allain, followed

large-scale performance pieces, and the

from all her exhibits, as either a rolled-up

swiftly by signing up Ashley Smallwood

execution of multiple artist-run workshops.

print, or as a framed print. There are various

(creator of Snack Paintings), Noah Bender,

framing options available. With a few clicks

Kyle Bustin, and Patrick Canning.

operation online.

“meeting more and more artists whose work

WHO IS HILLARY WINTER?

WHAT IS GALLERY 24?

of a button, you can have a rolled-up print

For an article in The Overcast, Craig Francis

Hillary Winter is the founder of Gallery

Gallery 24 exists to give vibrant local artists

or pre-framed piece of art ready for pickup,

Power was quick to say that Hillary’s gap-filling

24. Her involvement with arts education

a way to make money off their work by

without the hassle of going to get it framed.

vision is “vital to an emerging generation of
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who begin making and/or exhibiting work

WHAT ARTISTS WILL BE
AVAILABLE ON THE NEW
WEBSITE? MAYBE YOURS...
APPLY NOW!

either in their own homes or refurbished

Any local artist can apply to be included on

commercial spaces in a way that is nurturing

the site. There will be a panel of adjudicators

and collaborative with the local visual art

(Hillary and two other artists), and an

community. It’s the definition of grassroots.”

evaluation process, to ensure new artists

the province’s visual artists. It also goes to
the heart of how visual culture has developed
in Canada: independent artists and curators

are in line with brand standards like quality
The merge simply means The Overcast will

and non-traditional work that is a good fit

be helping to promote Gallery 24's artists,

with other Gallery 24 artists. Once approved,

including raising awareness of new work

Gallery 24 will create a profile page for

by these artists as it becomes available

the new artist. Gallery 24 will take a small

on Gallery 24, and The Overcast will also

commission to keep the train running so its

provide a physical space for pop-up sales in

artists can earn money off their work in a

a variety of ways in the future.

hands-off manner through the website.

POST-MERGE PLANS: AN
UNPRECEDENTED WAY TO BUY
LOCAL ART IN ALL ITS FORMS
INCLUDING ... CLOTHES AND
PILLOWCASES?

FUTURE PHYSICAL SPACE
AND POP-UPS?
Whether at a new Overcast HQ, or at an

It’s 2016, and everything is online now: you

Show, the first week of every month, that

socialize there, you shop there, you even

has people from 3 different disciplines

look for love on there. For the time being,

showing us their stuff: a researcher at MUN

Gallery24 is following suit and has gone

talking about their research for 15 minutes, a

entirely online.

15-minute musical set from a songwriter of

existing venue downtown like Rocket Room,
we plan to launch a monthly Overcast Variety

note, a quick stand-up comedy set, a reading
You can visit it directly via Gallery24.ca, or

from a new local novel, a local chef showing

find it through TheOvercast.ca two ways:

us how to make a dish with rabbit (stick

click the sidebar ad, or, the dropdown menu

around for samples!), etc., etc. It’ll be similar

tab labelled, you got it, Gallery 24. There will

to the city’s existing, fabulous “Words in

be some of Gallery 24’s previous artists on

Edgewise” series, but will differ in that they’ll

the website this month, and the roster will

focus on people showcased recently in The

grow in time.

Overcast: if the article piqued your interest,
come see the subject in the real world.

The exciting part of this merge is we intend
to make it a threeway by partnering with

We want to make local culture more visible

local screenprinting company Living Planet.

and accessible to the paper’s readers who

In addition to being able to by an original

aren’t in bars after midnight, or attending

or a print you enjoy by a local artist, you
may soon have the option to have that
print on other mediums, like t-shirts, tote
bags, pillow cases, stickers, etc. It’s much
like Society 6 or Threadless, but using only
images by local artists.
Gallery 24 artists will be free to decide if they

lectures at MUN, and so on. Reading about
something in the paper isn’t quite the same
as hearing and seeing and connecting to it
live and in the real world, tapping your toes
or nodding your heads. If/when this goes
ahead, Gallery 24 will have pop-ups at these
events, featuring works for sale from some
of their artists.

want to have their prints available in these
mediums or not. It is a sleek and simple
website: every artist has their own tab. Click
on an artist’s tab, and you’ll see the work
they currently have available, and in what
mediums it is available in.

ART SHOWN

top left Hillary Winter, Disco Stag top right
Candace Fulford, They Met At The Path
bottom left Patrick Canning, TTIIW bottom
right Jennah Turpin, Forever Young
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Ed is
launching the
new novel at
The Ship on
April 12th,
5-7pm
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Cover Story
this novel had nothing to do with non-binary
identity. Transgender awareness really crept up
after I’d started the book, coincidentally.”
What prompted the idea for Ed was when the
Qalipu were formally being recognized as a
band in Newfoundland. While a lot of people
were busy being skeptical of the applicants’
heritage, Ed was busy thinking, “people
wanted to be aboriginal people because of
their spiritual connection to the earth, and
you see the enthusiasm at the Pow Wows
down at Conne River, but they don’t wanna
be a trampled, colonized, abused person in
a shitty reservation with toxic water ... they
don’t wanna be real aboriginal people. So I
just thought it was so interesting that people
wanted to change who they are in search of
something.”
Harry’s supposed transitioning into a deer is
but one of many contentious things on the
agenda for city council. For example, the
scent sensitive community are demanding
green spaces with more non-allergenic plants.
Mayor Matt Olford gets the bulk of the book’s
chapters. His wife is gone born again, and
his mind has gone wandering to a saviour
of his own: the sole competent councillor,
Alessandra, a woman as elegant as her name.

New Ed Riche
Novel Spears
the Folly of
City Council
and Modern
Hyper-Activism
BY CHAD PELLEY

Given that it takes years
between submitting a novel
to your agent and the book
hitting stands, it's impressive
how right the timing is for the
new Ed Riche novel: it pokes
fun at the folly of St. John's
city council. Its main character
is the mayor of St. John’s.

But that’s all coincidence. “Me starting
this book predates the current council’s
shenanigans.” He was simply drawn to “how
municipal politicians deal with immediate,
real problems, like someone’s basement
being full of shit.” The mundane minutia of
daily life as a municipal politician seemed
ripe for the picking.
The book’s chapters are short, filler-free, and
take turns jumping into the heads of a cast of
lively, flawed councillors. It’s no coincidence
this punchy novel cruises along, because after
writing it, Riche made the conscious decision
to peel away over ten thousand words worth
of the superfluous, show-off prose associated
with CanLit.
One of the book’s major players is not a city
councillor. Harry Davenport lost his job when
arts budget cuts shut down the LSPH Hall. But
that’s all in his past: we meet Harry as a noncommunicative man mysteriously living without
explanation in the woods at Bowring Park.
The inspiration for the character came from a
real-life local businessman, who, when Ed saw
him walking around town, “looked fabulous,

fit, bronzed, like he was doing well, ready to
get out on a yacht and sail or something,”
but it turned out the man was suffering from
an organic brain disorder and “he’d sleeping
rough, living outdoors, he’d left his home.”
By page 20, supporters of Harry’s “presume
to represent his interests,” since he’s noncommunicative, and a Facebook support group
has emerged about a person transitioning
from man to deer in Bowring Park. City
council is left to decide how to deal with the
issue of this man trespassing in a park after
10pm – Is Harry a man or a deer? If they are to
acknowledge he is a deer, is it not his right to
be there? And what about when winter comes,
the exposure? They know it's not a homeless
issue: he’s prepaid his landlord til April. Is it a
mental health issue? Or is St. John’s dealing
with its first instance of a transspecies man?
It might be easy to presume Ed is playing
off of the question of what’s next after the
transgender movement, the transspecies
movement? But in his own words, that’s not
the case. “I don’t give a damn who a person
wants to be; they should be as they wish”
he says with conviction. “The inspiration of

The city councillors are all well-drawn to
represent the different personalities that
wind up in politics and how inevitably they'll
clash, given their varied levels of educations
and intellect and their opposing values and
desires. All the kinds of councillors that exist
are here: the sensible visionaries through to
the cluelessly opinionated hicks and fools. The
multiple points of view illustrate one thing
clearly: the idea that a handful of councillors
can ever truly represent a city is absurd. With
some of us wanting to be deers and others
hockey players, some valueing parking lots
over green spaces, and some of us too allergic
to even enjoy green spaces: can we ever make
a city for everyone?
The snapshots of these characters’ lives that
Riche so richly provides, of broken dreams
and dreary daily routines, ask how we’re
supposed to govern our own lives, let alone
govern a city. Whatever Harry’s thinking as
he gallops around Bowring Park, I’m with
him: we're all stuck in a body, job, struggle,
modern world, or set of expectations we’d
be wild to not occasionally want to run away
from. Godspeed my deer friend.
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They Will Never Know
by Literary Sensation
Iain McCurdy

Piper’s Frith:
Better than Banff?
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Registration
Opens April
17th

“There’s something wonderful about the Piper’s Frith Retreat that has the same spirit as
the early days in Banff,” says Don McKay. McKay, winner of the Griffin Poetry Award and

PHOTO: NAME GOES HERE

McCurdy got in touch with producer and
musician AE Bridger, and They Will Never
Know became a sonic expedition. Bridger
took McCurdy’s musical motifs and filled in
the negative space. “It comes across as more
laboured than it was because the words were
written beforehand. They are deliberate and
direct. Everything is out of the way of the
words,” says Bridger. “Iain riddled these stories
off like recitations. His relationship to the
writing comes through. Everything musically is
just in support of that.”

BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

Local writer Iain McCurdy
lingers with loneliness and
isolation on his spoken word
album, They Will Never Know,
created for last month’s RPM
challenge.
“It came together fairly suddenly, and
haphazardly. I wrote a poem because the moon
was cool,” says McCurdy. “I found out from Lori
Brown on The Signal on CBC that the light just
left of the moon was Jupiter.”
Inspired by miscommunication, late night
radio, and the largest planet in the solar
system, McCurdy started recording They
Will Never Know just before midnight out
in Holyrood, and finished it within days. He
released the 11-track album under moniker
Literary Sensation Iain McCurdy.
On first listen it’s hard to believe They Will
Never Know came into fruition hard and fast.
It doesn’t sound rushed, or raw. McCurdy
grapples with a desire to communicate,
modern disconnection, existentialism, and
life’s allusive meaning. His poetic voice is both
strong, and vulnerable.
They Will Never Know began with a series of
accapella recordings of poems, and simple
acoustic guitar riffs bookending each track.

McCurdy pokes fun at a wordy speaker in, “A
Poet From Town,” pays humble homage to the
late Ron Hynes in “Downtown Ditty (a tribute),”
while “Avoid a Void, Make A New Void,” is a
confessional Tinder heart-to-heart between two
people who are 5,000 miles apart. The album’s
closing track, “Midnight Siesta,” an ode to an
overdose, echoes elements of Elliott Smith.
They Will Know poetically conveys tales of
unrequited love, distance, gender violence, and
the challenge of communication, electronic
or otherwise. McCurdy recognizes the ugly
and unthinkable human behaviours of people
behind a computer screen, and how anonymity
plays a significant role. “You can be more
honest, or angry, or whatever. ‘Pitter Pater’
is like stories I keep hearing about violence
against women, and attitudes around sex and
cheating – someone telling someone else, oh
they’ll never know,” says McCurdy. “Or people
just being abusive because the abuser knows
that no one will know. No one will be believed.”
McCurdy’s late night musical neurosis
documents the power of language, and how
poetic form can be subverted. They Will Never
Know charts the arc of a character moving
from living online into the real world. Despite
the shift, the outcome is the same: isolation.
“There is a through line of a story. It wasn’t
conscious at the time. I knew I was working
with distance, and what technology does
for distance. It can bring us closer in some
ways, and make us distant in others. It’s not
inherently worse than real life. It’s just different
kinds of distance.”

two Governor General Awards for Poetry, has mentored all six of the Newfoundlandbased writing retreats and was Associate Director for Poetry at The Banff Centre for the
Arts for fourteen years. The seventh Piper’s Frith Writers’ Retreat will be held October
10 to 15 at Kilmory Resort, near Swift Current. “It’s a retreat that I’ve always wanted to
attend, here in my own province, where we have so many great writers,” says Allie Duff,
poet and lead singer in the band Happy Campers, and this year’s coordinator of Piper’s
Frith. The event offers five days in chalets surrounded by Piper’s Hole River, daily small
group sessions and two private meetings with a mentor. Interruptions are kept to a
minimum, with evenings providing an opportunity for group meals, discussions, and
readings. Attendance at Piper’s Frith has led to publication of short fiction, first books,
and nominations for the Dublin Impac Award and the Journey Prize. In addition to Don
McKay, this year’s mentors include the award-winning playwright Robert Chafe, and
Leslie Vryenhoek, whose novel Ledger of the Open Hand (Breakwater Books) has been
shortlisted for the Winterset Award. Applications will be available Sunday, April 17th
at the Literary Arts Foundation of NL’s website literaryartsnl.com or on Piper’s Frith
FaceBook page, and at a kick-off poetry reading that evening, venue TBA.

Sara Tilley Takes
This Year's $12,500
Winterset Award
Sara Tilley took home this year's richest local literary
prize for her daringly innovative novel, Duke. For
its innovative structure and diction, Sara Tilley’s Duke is a very novel novel. In fact, it
was Tilley’s trailblazing flair that her publisher, Pedlar Press, was drawn to. “Pedlar
Press values experimentation in style and form,” says Beth Follett. “If a work is
ground-breaking, I know it’s a Pedlar book. Sara’s Duke did that, and more.”Duke tells
the tale of a man looking to re-inflate his family’s financial wellbeing by channeling
money home through his work in the Yukon. He’s also looking for his semi-estranged
brother Bob, but finding a man in Yukon is about as easy as striking gold. It reads as
a bit of a discovered travelogue, because it basically is, “In 2004, my father pried open
a cupboard upstairs that had been stuck shut, and we discovered a large cache of
documents. I took all of the written material and began to order it, and sort it by author
according to handwriting. As I worked, a natural story began to emerge.”
She was drawn to the incredibly complicated relationship that Duke had with his
father. “I wanted to write a tragic love story that was not romantic, but about a child’s
enduring and doomed love for their parent.” In an attempt to preserve Duke’s voice, she
wrote like he did – with no punctuation, emphatic and idiosyncratic capitalizations, etc.
The writing in the novel is also “peppered here and there with little rhyming verses and
jokes. I was really taken by his sense of humour, his turns of phrase, and the poetry
that was present in his unique way of putting words down.”
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THE ENTHUSIAST!

For anybody looking to network at cons,
Kendall's advice is to be prepared. “Physical
handouts (business cards, brochures, etc.)
are really effective,” says Kendall. “It is just
a matter of finding the right
location to distribute. Start small
by selling work at craft shows or
conventions, with work that you
enjoy. Can't stress it enough: if
you are not having fun, portrait
work gets old fast.”

Cracking into the Comic
Book Scene
BY LAUREN POWER

It’s Sci-Fi on the Rock month!
The tenth annual running of
the province's largest sci-fi

comics publishing.
Conventions like SciAtlanti-Con are all

convention will be held April

great opportunities

1st to 3rd, 2016, at the Sheraton

to meet a number of professional artists

Hotel downtown.

Even when the creative work is
done, there's still the Herculean
task of getting your work to the
masses. Roger Keel took a do-it-yourself
approach to publishing when he started
Stone Island Comics.

Fi on the Rock and

and people (like you) that are nervous about
starting a creative project.

If you've never been, the event runs on "by the

“I have been working out of my studio since

fans, for the fans" ideals, and it's attended by

2011,” says Kevin Kendall of Kendallight

a crazily-diverse gathering of passionate fans,

Studios Illustration. "I did grow up on comics,

all proudly letting their geek flag fly.

and still follow the industry today." For artists
like Kendall, these events are opportunities to

When you're reminded of all the creative
energy and potential that exists right here,
it's easy to get motivated. So, let's talk about

connect with fans and artists, while creating
pop culture portraiture from sci-fi, fantasy and
comic properties.

Keel began by writing for comic zines in the
late 1980s and early 90s, which opened an
opportunity to try his hand at writing a short
comic story for a small press company.
From there, Keel got into self-publishing
“by accident.” “I and an artist friend had
done a story to be serialized in one of Main
Enterprises books that ended up getting
canceled. Since I had twenty-eight pages of

story that was ready to print, I decided to
self-publish."
Just because superhero comics dominate
the medium, that doesn't mean that capes
and tights are required for your comic. Keel's
first comic – The Adventure of Jack Banyon
– is an adventure series set in the 1930s
along the lines of Indiana Jones. Wallace
Ryan released NLs first comic "Zeitgeist" in
1979 (a fantasy) with Gerry Porter, and later
did "TOXIC" (a superhero satire) with Fox
Lidstone in the late 80s.
Ryan co-founded the Breakdown Comic
Jam with IDW artist Paul Tucker in 2010 and
it happens the first Friday of every month
from 7 to 9 pm at the Anna Templeton
Centre. It's free and a great place to meet
other comic artists. "If people want to get
into comics, I suggest they try one of my
courses at the Anna T.," says Ryan. "I do a
‘Cartooning & Comics’ for beginning and
advanced teens and a ‘Drawing for Grown
Ups’ that's great for the over eighteen set.
I also teach figure drawing there which is
essential to learning how to draw."

Beginner, Intermediate , & Advanced Classes
Registration deadline: May 6th 2016
The Francophone association offers adult night classes of all levels
Fees vary from $200 to $255 (students and members benefit from a rebate)

www.acfsj.ca  (709) 726 - 4900
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Insta-Gratification:
Here are Seven Accounts to
Spice Up Your Instagram Feed
I know, right? Facebook
is getting so boring. It’s
full of people saying the
same obvious things
about Donald Trump, city
council, the weather, and
how cute their kids are.
It’s no wonder Instagram is more popular
than ever for mindless, idle distractions
from the monotony of our days. Here’s a few
accounts to feed your feed:

@FASHIONDADS_
The co-creators @BrosBeingBasic have
partnered up to fill your feeds with images
of fashion faux-pas dads, and they pair
their pics to witty descriptive paragraphs
in the style of fashion reporters. It’s equal
part parody of fashionista speak, and a
celebration of dads who’ve just given up on
the vanity of value placed in appearance.

saying stuff like “an overhead shot of leg
legs in bed. There is also a book opened to
a random page so you’ll think I’m reading,”
and "A tall glass of beer next to an empty
bottle at a bar because I want everyone
to know that I'm starting to get into craft
beer." If you want to laugh at yourself, or the
mundanity of the modern world, this is the
account for you. “A selfie of me in my car
before work. I am probably going to be late
because I have to type my favourite song
lyrics in the caption too.” No one’s safe from
being called out here.

@BEIGECARDIGAN
Jessica Anteby posts a steady stream of
funny enough and occasionally hilarious
memes. “Beige cardigan” is slang for B’lah,
and her account celebrates the everyday
b’lah of our lives.

The H’Onion
Mustard Pickle
Mayhem Draws
Attention of
North American
Psychiatry and
Culinary Specialists

all over her bit of ham! She’d gobble ‘em

BY CHAD PELLEY

“is that mustard pickles are like mediocre

right up!”
Two doctors from University of Ottawa’s
School of Psychiatry have joined forces with
a representative of New York’s prestigious
Institute of Culinary Education, and the trio
are on the island trying to ascertain why its
native people are so mournful over storebought three-dollar pickles. “The way I saw
it at first,” says lead investigator Dr. P Ickles,

their demise tore through social media,

that Newfoundland was in store

Yet, the more we read about the mustard

and then everyone was their biggest fan.

for its biggest cultural loss since

pickle mayhem, the more we saw an

Eversweet Margarine came off

of Newfoundlanders.” Dr. Ickles’ research

opportunity to study the nostalgic nuttiness

the shelves. Manufacturers of

focuses on irrational behaviour; he was last

cheap and soggy pickles, soaked

in St. John’s in late 2015, investigating what

in tasteless low-end mustard,

led to city council’s 2016 budget.

have decided to discontinue their

We contacted famed local chef Jeremy

mustard pickles.

Charles for his insight. “No doubt, you’ve

@TINDERNIGHTMARES
on the day of the announcement was

clear why most men with a Tinder account

mistaken by neighbouring provinces as an

@TEXTSFROMYOUREX

are single and looking. Granted some of

earthquake, but was in fact the sound of

Texts from Your Ex collects and posts
screengrabs people receive from jaded
lovers. You can send your own screenbrabs
to textsfromyourex@gmail.com. It’s a great
glimpse at how a rejected heart can rewire
the brain into a disasterous state. You don’t
need to know what prompted these texts to
gasp, giggle, and share them. From raging
perverts to sad pleas for a cuddle, the messy
wasteland of the human heart is on full
display.

the attempted pickup lines are endearing.

100,000 human hearts breaking in unison.

This account is a biting stab at the basic
stuff most of us are filling people’s feeds
with. @satiregram takes pictures of notes

growin’ up. Nan too! Nan friggen loved ‘em

News broke in March of 2016

A quick look at @tindernightmares and it’s

@SATIREGRAM

always had ‘em in the fridge when I was

artists: no one really cared about them until

The audible crack heard across the country

Samantha Lee takes food pics to a whole
new level, creating art of food presentation.
As a young mom, it started as a way to get
her kids to eat.
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obvious. “It’s just not the same b’y! Mudder

This account posts bad Tinder dialogues.

@LEESAMANTHA

/ THE OVERCAST /

“If I were a neurotransmitter, I would be

noticed from restaurant menus far and wide,
or from internet memes in your social media
feeds, it’s the year of ‘you can pickle that!’
You can, and we do – everyone’s cheese and
charcuterie boards are now skimping on
cured meats to make room for pickled this
and pickled that. So to hear, at the height
of the pickling revolution, we’re losing the

your dopamine so I could activate your

While riots were expected, and police

reward pathway.” Other posts bypass rude

presence was stepped up at the few

and jump right to creepy, “I actually swiped

remaining food vendors bragging they still

right for your dog.” And hey, you gotta try

had some “MPs” for sale, no one could

in the dating world right? Check this one

have expected March-long headlines like,

shakes his head in disbelief, “I’m thinking of

out: “Hey Tyler, I want to be honest up front.

“Father Murders Only Child For Eating the

throwing in the towel and switching career

I actually swiped for your friend in the first

Last Mustard Pickle,” and “Wife Handcuffs

paths to be honest. If the powers that be are

picture. Any way for me to get in touch with

Husband to Bathroom Towel Bar During Fit

hauling mustard pickles from shelves, then I

her if she’s interested?” For you hopeless

of Paranoia He’d Betray Their Pact to Save

simply don’t know the modern food industry

romantics feeling left in suspence, here was

Last Jar of Mustard Pickles for a Special

like I thought I did.”

the answer: “She’s married, F@ck Off!”

Occasion.”

@BYEFELIPE

When asked why we can’t simply squirt

anonymous tip that a mob of mustard pickle

Their self-description says it all. “Calling out

mustard onto some cut-up pickles ourselves

lovers have bought video footage from a

dudes who turn hostile when rejected or

– a simple two step process in which

Shopper’s Drug Mart employee. “Presumably

ignored.” Like Textsfromyourex, it collects

we could use better mustard on fresher

it was to identify anyone who bought

and shares submitted screengrabs to shame

pickles – the province collectively shrugged

remaining stores in bulk. If this was you,

skeets, while providing a glimpse into the

its shoulders, looking at each other for

lock your front door: they’re coming, they’re

dark recesses of humanity.

the answer, until one person declared the

ravenous, they’re irrational.”

classic, the Romeo & Juliet of culinary
marriages, the inspiration for everything I’ve
done with my life: the mustard pickle,” he

Dr. Ickles says he recently received an

Untitled
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Miscellany
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HARD
TO BELIEVE

PSSST!
ANSWERS BELOW

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

A wise man probably once said that
trivia is the best way to learn a thing
or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay off Google,
and guess the false statement.

O.J Simpson was originally cast to play
a lead role in Terminator, but the studio
felt he didn’t look the part of a killer.
Otters tend to sleep while holding
hands with another otter.

townie

Get a shower b’y: right now there are
more life forms on and in your body
then there are people in the world.

Cross

word

1. George Murphy, who acted as the St.
John's East MHA for the NDP for five
years, decided not to run in the 2015
ACROSS
election. He's now working as a driver
2. Media personality who fairly recently 		
defected from NTV to VOCM. Fred who?
for Jiffy Cabs and on his first day back
4. Local term from someone who dresses
Across
at his old job, his employer
is offered a
poorly or seems unhygienic.
promotion: Anyone 2.
who
called apersonality
cab
Media
who fairly
defected
7. recently
Before being
renamed tofrom
Mt. Pearl 		
and was picked up by
Murphy,
got
free
ride.
NTV to VOCM. Fred who?

Square, the building housing the movie
theatres in Mount Pearl was
4. Local term from someone who dresses poorly or
2. In mid-March, two minor-aged males
named this (2 words).
seems unhygienic.
8. This type of whale is as common off our
pulled a B&E at Traders, and made off
coasts as
humpbacks
are, though they're
7.swords.
Before being renamed to Mt. Pearl
Square,
the
with ... three samurai
much smaller.

building housing the movie theatres in Mount Pearl was
named
this (2 words).
3. In 1930, a man named
Varick
Frissell filmed the majority
his movie,
The is as common off our coasts as
8. Thisoftype
of whale
Viking, in Quidi Vidi.humpbacks
His dissatisfaction
are,with
though they're much smaller.
a debut viewing (at the Nickel Theatre in
St. John’s on March 5, 1931) got him killed.
Upon seeing the movie, Frissell felt the
movie’s scenes weren’t realistic enough, so
he took his crew deep into some Labrador
ice floes. On March 15, Frissell and more
than twenty-five others died in an explosion
on the ship.
4. The Cape Spear lighthouse is the oldest
standing lighthouse in the province, which is
a part of the reason the site is recognized as
a National Historic Site of Canada. A lesser
known historical tidbit is this: there was a
murder on the premises in its earlier years
that, to this day, remains unsolved.
5. All of the following facts about moose
are true: They are the largest member of
the deer family, their antlers help funnel
sounds to their ears, and the purpose of
the “fur bell” hanging from their throats
baffles scientists to this day. And at least
once a year in America, a moose is struck
by a plane.

And Now
You Know

Right now, there are about 200
corpses on Mt. Everest – they’re
people who literally died trying to
scale the thing.

DOWN
1. Local comedian known for his rants.
Rick who?
3. Down
Name of the newish Thai food place in the
Dr. Seuss’s popular kids book, Green
Avalon Mall (2 words)
Eggs and Ham, was the product of a
Local
comedian
known
for his rants. Rick who?
5. 1.
Great
Big Sea
ex-pat Bob Hallett
has been
bet between its author and publisher:
thisName
year's most
outspoken
business
owner
3.
of the
newish
Thai
food place the
in publisher
the Avalon
bet him he couldn’t write
regarding council's taxhikes, he runs this
Mall (2 words)
a whole book in 50 words or less.
restaurant on Water Street.
6. 5.
What's
one thing
willex-pat
not oftenBob
find atHallett has been this year's
Great
Big you
Sea
There council's
are more vacant
the Health
Sciences Hospital?
most
outspoken
business owner regarding
tax-houses in

United States than there are
hikes, he runs this restaurant on Water the
Street.
homeless people.

6. What's one thing you will not often find at the Health
Sciences Hospital?
The summer Olympic Games used to
have fun categories like “Greased Pole
Climbing” and “Mud Fight.”

For the Boys

Featuring: Heather Bambrick

April 23, 8:00 pm
shrine Club
(530 Topsail Road)

Join us for a casual concert experience as we
recreate a variety show that might have taken place
to entertain the young men of the Newfoundland
Regiment. From WWI era songs and turn of the
century Dixieland to Andrews Sisters’ wartime
classics, the night is sure to take you back in time.

Every day, you are 1% shorter at night
than you were that morning.
Charles Osbourne is famous for
having had the hiccups for 69 years
straight.
We really are overloaded and
overwhelemed with information these
days. In a single day, the amount of
words published on Twitter could fill a
10 million page book.
For whatever reason, men are 6 times
more likely to be struck by lightning
than women.
Charles Young, not the Chinese,
invented the fortune cookie. Young
was an American.

Tickets: $24/$20 (student & senior) + box office surcharge
Holy Heart Theatre Box Office | 579-4424 | holyhearttheatre.com

Your nose and your ears never
stop growing.

TOWNIE CROSSWORD ACROSS: 2 - Hutton 4 - Streel 7 - Sobeys Square 8 - Minke DOWN: 1 - Mercer 3 - Thai Express 5 - Tavola 6 - Parking HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #4 is false.
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ALES + ASANAS!

Yoga + Beer at Yellowbelly Brewery
Thursday, April 14 / 6:30pm

30 DAY CHALLENGE
starts April 14

SANTORINI, GREECE YOGA RETREAT
May 20-27, 2017
125 Long's Hill / novayogaonline.com / 743.8303

spring International
Food & Craft Expo
Featuring Local and International Food &
Crafts representing many countries

Saturday, April 23
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Lion’s Club Chalet, St. John’s
ST. JOHN’S FARMERS’
MARKET LOCATION

UPCOMING 2016 FALL INTERNATIONAL FOOD & CRAFT EXPO SHOWS:
CBS IFCE - Sunday, Oct. 16, at Royal Canadian Legion Kelligrews)
St. John’s IFCE - Sunday, Nov. 6, at Holiday Inn, St. John’s
Paradise IFCE - Sunday, Nov. 20, at Paradise Community Centre

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Call (709) 722-8103 • Email zharuna@warp.nfld.net

ADMISSION
BY DONATION
Proceeds go to a local
charitable group
GREAT DOOR
PRIZES!

SIX TH E DITION
AN E XPOSITION OF
IN DE PE N DE NT ART AN D CU LTU R E
IN ST. JOHN 'S

BRAIDS YONATAN GAT JENNIFER CASTLE
SHOTGUN JIMMIE PARTNER FAKE PALMS
TRAILERCAMP CHARLOTTE DAY WILSON
DERM KEAN AND AN INCREDIBLE WOMAN CATL
JULIE DOIRON BLIMP ROCK WEIRD LINES
PSYCHIC FAIR CHESSCLUB YEAR OF GL AD
HE
HEAT VISION WUNDERSTRANDS PILOT TO
BOMBARDIER ZACHARY LUCKY ROUNDEL AY
BRIDGES SLEEPY HEAR/SAY HARD TICKET
L ADY BRETT ASHLEY SINEWS CAFETERIA
ALLIE DUFF AND THE HAPPY CAMPERS
GREVILLE TAPES MUSIC CLUB VOL. IV WHOOP-SZO & JON MCKIEL
BRANCH RICKY DOPE PIECE MARY DEAR
DAME NATURE EASTERN OWL PUNCH TABLE
HUDSON ALEXANDER & EYTAN TOBIN
(BEDROOMER) RITUAL FRAMES POTEMTOLE
PETER WILLIE YOUNGTREE & THE BLOOMS
WORKER DENVER DRAKE ADAM HARDING

FE STIVA L PASS E S AVAI L AB LE NOW AT
W W W. L AWNYAVAWNYA .COM

